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Vets Traveling
Tribute, mobile
wall in town

Special to the Ledger
As Freedom Fest nears, the
Murray Convention and Visitors
Bureau has announced street
closings scheduled for July 1-2,
according to Stephanie Butler,
Murray CVB event coordinator.
The time schedule for street
closings is as follows:
July 1-2
• Friday, 5 a.m. to Saturday, 4
p.m.: Maple Street from 4th
Street to 6th Street; 4th Street
from Main to Poplar: 5th Street
from Main to Poplar (possibly
limited access until noon)
• Saturday, 8-10:30 a.m. (For
parade): Main Street between
10th Street and Industrial; North
10th Street from Payne St. to
Main St. (For parade lineup.
limited access); Olive Blvd.
from North 10th St. to 8th
Street (For parade lineup, limited access); Sharpe Street from
North 10th Street to 8th Street
(For parade lineup, limited
access); Payne Street from
North 10th Street to 8th Street
(For parade lineup, limited

By TOM BERRY
Staff Writer
he American Veterans Traveling Tribute, featuring the
mobile Vietnam Wall and other patriotic attractions honoring the nation's veterans, is scheduled for a four-day
visit in Murray this week.
Sponsored by American Legion Post 73 and other local
organizations, AVYT will also feature the Cost of Freedom
Tribute as part of the visit set for June 15 -19 at the Legion's
Veterans Hall on North Fourth Street. Legion member Mark
Kennedy and other organizers say the display will be a community-wide celebration event honoring all of America's veterans from the Revolutionary War to present day operations in
Iraq and Afghanistan.
The display is scheduled to arrive today by tractor-trailer,
which will be escorted through the city and county by Murray
Police and Calloway County Sheriffs Department. The exhibit
is in honor of U.S. Army PFC Billy Lane Lauffer, a Medal of
Honor recipient who was killed in action serving with the First,
• Air Cavalry Division in Vietnam.
Post 73 and supporting sponsors are planning ceremonies
each day the display is open beginning Thursday. June 16,

T

•See Page 2A

Three
Kentucky
politicians
introduce
legislation

access)
"These closings will help
maintain order and safety during
-the Freedom Fest activities, and
the Freedom Fest board requests
that these closings be honored,"
Butler said.
For more information contact
the Murray Convention &
Visitors Bureau at 759-2199.
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McConnell, Paul, Whitfield in
favor of diffusion plant project

WEATHER

TODAY

750

Murray, KY 42071

RELIEF EFFORTS: The Joplin, Mo., Relief effort wrapped up this week at South Eastern
Book Co. and other C.A. Jones Management Group locations. Tim Hampton, project coordinator for the companies, said many residents of Murray were instrumental in the success
of the donation drive. In all, nine pallets of supplies were collected, and a truck with the
items will leave Thursday for Missouri. Hampton said others who helped the project come
to fruition were: Carleen Chandler of Share the Hope Missions; Calvert City United
Methodist Church; Murray City Hall; Jill Courtney of Red Bug on the Square; Tim Perkins:
First Baptist Church; First United Methodist Church; Dollar Tree; and fellow employees. A
massive, deadly tornado struck the Missouri town Sunday, May 22.

LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Kentucky's two U.S. senators
and a western Kentucky congressman want to create a twoyear pilot project for the
Paducah Gaseous Diffusion
Plant to re-enrich and sell
depleted uranium, but opposition has surfaced from some
Democrats.
Senate Minority Leader
Mitch McConnell and Sen.
Rand Paul, both Kentucky

Republicans, and U.S. Rep. Ed
Whitfield, a Republican from
Kentucky's 1st District, have
introduced legislation to create
the pilot project.
McConnell testified Monday
before the energy and power
subcommittee that Whitfield
chairs saying the materials and
work force are available to cre-

•See Page 2A

Wednesday: Mostly sunny
with a chance of showers and
thunderstorms. Mostly sunny.
with a high near 88.
Wednesday
Night:
A
chance of showers and thunderstorms. Partly cloudy, with a
low around 69. West wind
between 4 and 7 mph becoming calm.
Thursday: A slight chance of

Boards OK
statewide
partnership
health deal

Staff and residents of
Hickory Woods Retirement
Center in Murray were busy
Monday participating in several on-site photo shoots for
the center's 2012 calendar,
according to Anita Peeler,
executive director at the
center. At left, Peeler, second from right, and others
help Allene "Pete" Neale, far
left, and Nancy Warren,
center, with their costumes.
In the background is
Oakhurst, home to Murray
State University's president
Dr. Randy Dunn. This will
be the fifth year for Hickory
Woods to publish its popular
local calendar. Ken Andrus
of Oakwood Studio is the
photographer for the annual
project.

Local physician,
Hughes, involved
in one of state's
largest mergers

showers and thunderstorms.
Mostly sunny. with a high near
85. West southwest wind
between 5 and 8 mph.
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Associated Press
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP)
— The University of
Louisville moved closer
Tuesday to forming a
sprawling health care system with two partners in an
effort to increase access to
medical care in a state
dogged by stubbornly high
disease rates.
The boards of all three
partners have unanimously
approved the merger that
would
combine
the
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III Traveling Tribute...
From Front
which will specially honor
Boys and Girl Scouts. The public may visit the wall beginning
at noon. An evening ceremony
is planned with Calloway
County Sheriff Bill Marcum
and Murray Mayor Bill Wells
asked to speak. A Gold Star
Mothers' wreath will be placed
during an approximately onehour ceremony. The playing of
taps and a firing squad are
planned on Thursday, Friday,
Saturday and Sunday evenings
through the period.
U.S. Rep. Ed Whitfield, First
District' Sen. Ken Winters, Fifth
District Rep. Melvin Henley
and possibly others will be
asked to speak each night the
display is open. Special recognition of fire fighters, law
enforcement and veterans as
well as public employees and
teachers is planned on subsequent evenings during the
exhibit. More detail will be
made available at a later date.
The display will be removed on
Monday. June 19.

According to Kennedy, information concerning any names
listed on the wall will be available and gold dog tags can be
printed with the name of veteran on request from families or
friends.
The exhibit will feature several sections including the
mobile Vietnam Wall, a series
of World War II, Korean
Conflict sections and many
special features such as panels
honoring law enforcement-firefighters, former presidents, a
9/11 tribute, a tribute to those
killed in U.S. conflicts from
Vietnam to the 9/11 attack and
a special "gold dog tags" tribute to all members of the armed
forces who have given their
lives in the War on Terror.
For more information about
American Veterans Traveling
Tribute, go online to
www.avtt.org where a virtual
tour of the exhibit may be seen.

•Diffusion plant...
From Front
ate a product worth at least $1
billion and save 1,200 jobs, The
Courier-Journal reported. He
said it is a better alternative than
letting the material be slowly

&posed of while workers collect unemployment.
Rep. Henry Waxman, DCalif., said he is concerned the
government could be forced into
a deal not good for taxpayers.

Miss Tennessee pageant
begins in Jackson
JACKSON, Tenn. (AP) —
Tennessee
Miss
The
Scholarship Pageant is ramping
up in Jackson.
There are 36 contestants in the
city for the event, which will be
conducted Wednesday through
Saturday at the Carl Perkins
Civic Center. The eventual win-'
ner represents the state in the
Miss America Pageant.
The reigning Miss Tennessee
is Nicole Jordan who, at the
time she won the title last summer, was a senior at the

University of Alabama. She is
also the Tennessee goodwill
ambassador for the Children's
Miracle Network, which has
five participating hospitals in
the state.
A Jackson Sun editorial noted
the economic impact on the city
and cited the event as familyfriendly entertainment.
Competition begins at 8 p.m.
nightly.
Pageant records list the first
winner as Maxine Beard in
1935.

•Health partnership...

Kentucky

News in Brief
Tea party activists forming PACs
LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP) — Tea party activists who offered early
support in Rand Paul's rise to the U.S. Senate are forming political
action committees in Kentucky to put money behind candidates
espousing their views of restrained budgets and limited government.
David Adams, a key strategist behind Paul's early political success, said Monday he's helping form a PAC called Kentucky
Knows Best. It will back candidates sympathetic to tea party causes and stage rallies and town-hall forums to promote the movement's principles.
"We're looking for people that have a single-minded focus on
making government smaller and more accountable," Adams told
The Associated Press in a phone interview.
Another tea party-influenced PAC is surfacing in western
Kentucky, a conservative region where Republican candidates
have made inroads in what was a Democratic bastion.
Randy Keller, a tea party organizer in the Bowling Green area,
said the new PACs will provide more clout for loosely organized
tea party groups that surfaced as a backlash to record federal
budget deficits and the new health care law.
"It is absolutely proof that we are maturing," Keller said."We
• are moving into a far more professional realm of how do we actually effectuate our influence within the political process. We've
got to have the vehicle to do that, which means we've got to have
PACs formed."

Southern Baptists poised for historic election
NASHVILLE Tenn.(AP)— The man expected to be in the running to become the first African-American in the No. 2 position of
the nation's largest Protestant denomination didn't choose to
become a Southern Baptist. By Fred Luter Jr.'s account, it just sort
of happened.
In 1986, Luter was hired at the head pastor at Franklin Avenue
Baptist Church in New Orleans, a Southern Baptist Convention
affiliate. Ever since, he has been breaking racial barriers in the
predominantly white denomination.
In 1992, he was the first African-American elected to the executive board of the Louisiana Baptist Convention. In 2001, he was
the first African-American to preach the convention sermon at the
SBC annual meeting.
When the Southern Baptist Convention elects new officers at its
annual conference in Phoenix beginning Tuesday, the 54-year-old
Luter will be in the running for first vice-president. And some
prominent Southern Baptist leaders already have said they hope
that position will lead to his election as president next year when
the 2012 convention is held in Luter's hometown.
Luter said he doesn't want to speculate on that.
"I'm a street kid from the Lower Ninth Ward of New Orleans,"
Luter said in an interview on Friday.

High-profile attorney facing disbarment
COVINGTON, Ky.(AP) — The Kentucky Bar Association
Board of Governors is preparing to decide the fate of class-action
legal specialist Stan Chesley, the Cincinnati attorney known as the
"Master of Disaster."
The board is scheduled to hear arguments Tuesday at a
Lexington hotel. A trial commissioner who recommended disbarment also wants Chesley to return $7.6 million of the $20 million
he was paid in fees from a Boone County settlement for people
sickened by the diet drug fen-phen.
The trial commissioner wrote that Chesley was fully aware that
more than half of the $200 million fen-phen settlement was not
going to the 431 people he helped negotiate it for.

HAVE YOU HEARD
A GREAT NEWS TIP?
ile
!caul to hear it. too!

To report a news item, or to
suggest a story idea, call
the Ledger & Times
News Department today'

153-1916. ext. 26

Officials said another goal of
the partnership is to boost medLouisville ical research and education.
of
University
Hospital and James Graham
James Taylor, president/CEO
Center,
Cancer
Brown
Ucifl. Hospital, said patients
of
Jewish
Louisville-based
benefit from the enhanced
will
Mary's
St.
Hospital &
HealthCare and Lexington- research.
based Saint Joseph Health
"The new academic medical
System, officials said at a news center will mean increased
conference.
access to the latest develop"By coming together, we will
diagnostic, therapeutic
bring our collective expertise ments in
and quality to patients and their and preventive health care," he
families, even in the most rural said.
areas," said Bob Hewett, who
As part of the merger,
will be the first chairman of the Catholic Health Initiatives plans
new system's community board
to gradually invest $320 million
of trustees.
Bob Hughes, to support the new health care
MD, managing network and its statewide servat ices.
partner
Primary Care
Also, the new system will
Medical Center invest $200 million to expand
in Murray, was
the academic medical center in
also involved
in what is con- Louisville and $100 million in
sidered one of statewide health care services.
Kentucky's
"We see a healthier future for
Hughes
largest merg- the commonwealth by combiners. He was a ing our efforts to address the
member of the U of L board of
serious health care challenges
trustees, as well as the U of L
by the people of
faced
Hospital board until the merger.
Hewett said.
Kentucky,"
He has also been appointed to
Officials are in the process of
the new board, which will have
18 members and will take the deciding a name for the new
place of the hospital boards of health care network and plan to
the 91 individual entities.
make the announcement within
"It is really an exciting time to
said Paul Edgett
be involved with their efforts to a few weeks,
improve the health of the III, senior vice president for
Catholic Health Initiatives.
Commonwealth," Hughes said.
The new system will feature
Edgett said the new partnermore than 3,000 physicians ship is expected to yield
statewide. It will include hospibetween $100 million and $150
tals, clinics, home health agenthrough
cies, satellite primary care cen- million in savings
and
efficiencies
improved
ters and physician groups at a
of
duplication
reduced
locations.
91
of
total
The partnership agreement resources.
must still receive regulatory and
He said there are no plans at
church approval before becomthis time for any work force
ing effective, which could take
12 months, officials said. Saint reductions.
The announcement is the latJoseph Health System, which
has facilities in Lexington and est in a statewide trend. Last
several eastern Kentucky cities, week, University of Kentucky
is part of Denver-based Catholic HealthCare in Lexington and
Health Initiatives.
Norton Healthcare in Louisville
Michael Rowan, executive
the first initiatives in
announced
vice president of CHI, said the
formed partnership.
newly
their
partnership will boost access to
Initiatives is a
Health
medCatholic
in
health care, especially
ically underserved regions of national nonprofit health organKentucky.
ization that operates in 19 states
"Only by partnering with
and includes 72 hospitals and 40
other leading providers, having
care, assisted-living
long-term
a clear and compelling vision
facilities.
residential
and
and
care,
health
of
for the future
Jewish Hospital and St.
charting a new course, can we
ever hope to make the kind of Mary's Healthcare is a regional
difference that Kentucky so des- health network with more than
perately needs," he said.
70 health care facilities and
Kentucky ranks near the top
in Kentucky
nationally for prevalence of can- 1,900 patient beds
Saint
Indiana.
southern
cer, obesity and heart disease, and
includes
according to statistics from the Joseph Health System
Centers for Disease Control and eight regional facilities with
Prevention and the American 1,000 licensed beds.
Heart Association. More than
UofL Hospital is a 404-bed
half.the state is designated as
and is the primary teachfacility
medically underserved and
hospital
for the UofL School
ing
there is a growing scarcity of
of Medicine.
physicians across Kentucky.
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McConnell: Send Iraqis charged in Ky. to Gitmo

.
1 ••

By BRETT BARROUQUEFtE
Associated Press
LOUISVILLE, Ky..(AP)- [he
top-ranking Republican in the
U.S. Senate wants two Iraqis
facing terrorism-related charges
in Kentucky sent to the phson at
Guantanamo Bay rather than
allow them to face trial in a
civilian court.
Sen. Mitch McConnell of
Kentucky, spoke on the Senate
floor Tuesday morning and
called
30-year-old
Waad
Ramadan Alwan and 23-yearold Mohanad Shareef Hammadi
"foreign fighters" who should
be subject to the same system as
combatants caught on a battlefield.
McConnell said sending the
men to the facility on the southeastern tip of Cuba is. the best
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way to ensure that there will be
no disruptions that could come
with a civilian trial.
"Send them to Guantanamo
where they belong. Get these
terrorists out of the civilian system - and out of our backyards,"
McConnell said. "And give
them the justice they deserve."
Alwan and Hammadi are
charged in a 23-count indictment with conspiring to send
weapons and money to AlQaida in Iraq. Alwan is also
charged
with
attacking
American soldiers in Iraq. A
grand jury in Bowling Green
charged the men last month.
Hammadi's attorney, Jim
Earhart, told The Associated
Press that both men were legally in the country and should be
afforded the same rights as any-

one else legally in the United
States.
"There simply is no exception
to that, nor do we expect one for
our citizens overseas," Earhart
said. "It's a two-way street.
You've got to be careful when
you go there."
Dean Boyd, a spokesman for
the U.S. Justice Department,
said the department coordinated
with intelligence agencies and
the U.S. Department of Defense
during the probe and both
Alwan and Hammadi underwent "extensive interrogation"
after waiving their Miranda
rights. Hundreds of people have
been convicted in federal courts
on terrorism-related charges
since the Sept. 11, 2001 terrorist
attacks and none have prompted
retaliatory attacks, Boyd said.

HAWKINS TEAGUE / Ledger 8. Times
A WILD RIDE: Children and adults alike enjoyed rides like the bumper cars at the opening
night of the Murray-Calloway County Fair this week. The fair is open through Saturday.

Bank of Cadiz & Trust Co. Presents

Branson Christmas

Obama says he would resign if he were Weiner
WASHINGTON (AP) — you should probably step back."
President Barack Obama, increasWeiner spokeswoman Risa
ing pressure on Rep. Anthony Heller had no comment on
Weiner to quit, said Monday that Obama's remarks.
"I can tell you that if it was me. I
House Minority Leader Nancy
would resign."
Pelosi has called for Weiner to
In a rare foray into a congress- quit, as have several other
man's ethical conduct. Obama Democrats including party chairtold NBC's "Today" show that woman Debbie Wasserman
Weiner's sexually charged photos Schultz.
and messages online to several
The House Ethics Committee
women were "highly inappropri- on Monday began a preliminary
ate."
inquiry that could bloom into a
"I think he's embarrassed him- full investigation if Weiner. a
self. He's acknowledged that. New York Democrat, ignores
He's embarrassed his wife and his calls to resign.
family. Ultimately, there's gonna
House officials told The
be a decision for him and his con- Associated Press that the ethics
stituents. I can tell you that, if it inquiry is not yet extensive, and
was me,I would resign," the pres- committee leaders have not indiident said in an interview to air cated whether they will order a
Tuesday morning.
more intensive staff investigation.
Obama said public service "is The officials requested anonymity
exactly that, it's a service to the because the committee has not
public. And when you get to the announced the staff inquiry.
point where, because of various
If Weiner did resign, the compersonal distractions, you can't mittee would no longer have
serve as effectively as you need to jurisdiction to investigate him. If
at the time when people are wor- he remained in Congress, Ethics
rying about jobs, and their mort- Committee Chairman Jo Bonner
gages, and paying the bills, then of Alabama and ranking

Democrat Linda Sanchez of
California could name a fourmember subcommittee to conduct
a more thorough investigation.
That could lead to an ethics trial.
The Ethics Committee is not
designed as a quick-reaction force
when a scandal erupts. An investigation could last months, even
longer, if the case became legally
complicated and Weiner decided
to mount a full defense.
If the committee decides that a
member violated the rules, its
options include issuing a written
rebuke, recommending the House
vote to censure the lawmaker or
recommending expelling the
member by a two-thirds majority.
Congress returned to work
Monday as Weiner began a leave
of absence while seeking treatment for an undisclosed disorder
at an undisclosed location. House
members can seek leaves of
absence, which are routinely
granted, and the House approved
without objection a two-week
leave for Weiner at the close of
legislative business Monday
night.
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1114-87
f

1/3 HP
Reg $14999
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Murray Supply, where knowledge is
always in stock and it's absolutely free!
Check out our website:
www.murraysupplyco.com
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SUPPLY CCOIVIIPANY
Your Hardware, Electrical and Plumbing Professionals

Inc_

200-206 E. Main • Murray, KY

270-753-3361
Hrs: M-F 7- 5 p.m. Sat. 7-4 p.m.
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Syria targeting Israel
for political distraction

FORUM
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Oh
e-mail: tberryemurrayiedgencom

P NEWS ANALYSIS
Syrian opposition figure based
in Britain.
Wassim Toutounji, a 36-yearold Syrian dental lab technician who took part in the Golan
march on Sunday, exemplified
the fervor of those who took
part in the anti-Israel protests.
"I felt that there is someone out to destroy my country. Freedom is here, and not
in the saboteurs of Jisr alShughour," he said in reference to a northern Syrian town
soldiers
mutinous
where
allegedly joined anti-Assad
demonstrators who rose up
against loyalist forces this week.
Timor Goksel, a former U.N.
official in Lebanon who is now
a professor at the American University of Beirut, said Syrian
authorities fully control traffic
along the border.
He was skeptical that the
confrontations with Israeli
forces would distract attention
from Syria's grave domestic
turmoil in the long term.
In Washington, State Department spokesman Mark Toner
said the U.S. believes Assad's
government is actively supporting protests near the Israeli
border.
"We don't have any hard
evidence," Toner said. "But
we've seen this kind of behavior before. And certainly it
seems in keeping with the Syrian regime's actions that they
would try to deflect or distract international attention from
what's going on internally in
Syria by encouraging these kind
of protests."
A Syrian government newspaper, Tishreen, said the Sunday march was only an "introduction" and that more Syrians and Palestinians plan to
march to the Israeli border. It
said Israel should expect hundreds of thousands of refugees
to march "at any time" back
to villages and farms from
where their families were forcefully uprooted.
The continuing intensity of
anti-g overnment protests in
Syria suggests the Golan violence has not distracted many
Syrians from the uprising within their borders.
"This issue did not resonate
with people on the street whose
priority is the internal situation,"
said a longtime Syrian political activist said on condition
of anonymity for fear of government reprisal.
"The people are even asking themselves, why are they
sending people instead of tanks"
to liberate the Golan, he said.
Israel's military said attempts
to breach the Golan frontier
violate international agreements, and that it will prevent
such acts in the future.

Opinions expressed on the Forum page do not
necessarily reflect the editorial opinion of the
Murray Ledger & Times.
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'Waiting for Superman'
Bill Gates and Oprah give
it a thumbs up, and audiences
at the Sundance Film Festival
agreed, by voting "Waiting for
'Superman" Best U.S. Documentary of 2010. Against a
landscape of sobering statistics about the state of public
education, the film follows five
school kids as they participate
in lotteries for placement in
competitive charter schools that
have more applicants than openings.
According to reviews,"Waiting for 'Superman" is heartbreaking and gripping as it
shows poignant scenes of hardworking parents(and one grandparent) who understand the
importance of education for
their children, but find the educational system unresponsive
and impenetrable.They pin their
hopes on a lottery system, where
a prospective student's educational fate hinges on a pingpang ball with a number on
it.
Declining scores in reading
and math, high dropout rates
in high schools, unprepared
and unmotivated teachers, are
all factors in America's low educational standing. The film
seems to suggest that charter
schools are a solution, featuring smaller schools, engaged
kids, committed teachers, and
inspired administrators like
Geoffrey Canada in Harlem
and Michelle Rhee in Washington, D.C. (Since the film

was made, Ms. Rhee lost her
position in the nation's capitol when the mayor lost his
bid for reelection, presumably
because of the educational policies and school closings championed by Rhee.)
:
Thanks to Murray State Unt
versity's College of Education,
local audiences can view "Waiting for 'Superman— on Thursday, June 16, at-9 a.m., in the
Curris Center Theatre, third
floor. A panel discussion following the screening will examine a range of questions raised
by the film, including the feasibility of charter schools in
rural regions like ours.
Back in March, Kentucky
lost out on President Obama's
"Race to the Top" funding, a
competition among states for
hundreds of millions of dollars for comprehensive school
reform plans. Ranked 9th out
of 40 state applicants, Kentucky lost out to Delaware and
Tennessee. Tennessee received
the most funding at $500 million, while Delaware scored
$100 million. The states will
have four years to implement
their comprehensive school
reform plans, according the U.S.
Department of Education.
The absence of charter
schools in Kentucky is said to
be a factor in not receiving
"Race to the Top" funding.
Applications for a second funding phase of proposals were
due June 1, with recipients to
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announced
in SeptemAn
ber.
amendment
to include
charter
schools in
Kentucky's
original proposal failed,
but the con- Main Street
cept of char- By Constance
ters in KenAlexander
tucky is not Ledger & Times
completely
Columnist
dead. House
Speaker
Greg Stumbo agreed that further study is warranted, despite
the fact that charter schools
appear to be most applicable
in urban settings.
Arkansas is a mostly rural
state that is working on expanding charter schools.The National Charter School Resource
Center reports that the state
has 18 open enrollment public charter schools, four of
them in rural areas. In addition, they have 12 district conversion charter schools, eight
of them in rural areas. Support for rural charters is available through a variety of programs, including aid for facilities through the U.S. Department of Agriculture.
Regardless of location -rural, urban or suburban - public education is suffering in
many aspects. In her response

to "Waiting for 'Superman.''author and educator Diane Ray itch suggests that the film seeks
to undermine the value of public education by pulling for
charter schools without pointing out the wide variation of
results they have achieved. Ms
Ravitch describes the film as
"propagandistic," citing charter chains -that are mired in
unsavory real estate deals," or
those in which students are scoring lower than the kids in the
neighborhood public schools
"Why did he not report on the
charter principals who have
been indicted for embezzlement ?" Ravitch asked in an
article in -The New York
Review of Books" last November.
You can make up your own
mind about charter schools and
their value by attending the
free screening of "Waiting lot
'Superman — Thursday morning. For additional information
about the MSU screening, contact Trish Lofton at 270-8096469."Time" magazine's extensive coverage of the film and
the issues it raises is online
a
http://www.time.comitime/spe cials/pac kages/art 1cle/0,28804,2019663_2020590
_2020592,00.html
Read Main Street online at
www.murrayledger.com. Contact the columnist directly at
constancealexander@ new wave
comm.net.

Remembering dad this Father's Day
By Danny Tyree
Cagle News Service
Due to varying family circumstances, Father's Day is
not a "one size fits all" holiday. Different individuals greet
the day with warmth, melancholy, numbness or anger.
Father's Day is an event
that no one should ignore, however. The underrated 1948 Disney classic "So Dear To My
Heart- contains a song called
"It's What You Do With What
You've Got,- and that rule
applies here.
If your father was cold, distant or abusive, let the problems end with his generation,
rather than poisoning your
future relationships. Don't go

archiving your daddy issues,
joining pity parties or condemning every human who possesses a Y chromosome. Spend
Father's Day hanging out with
people who have actually
known a few good men and
(keeping your envy in check)
learn to regard your father as
an unfortunate aberration.
If you never (or barely)
knew your father because he
died too young (serving his
country in the military, giving
his life as a police officer or
firefighter, succumbing to disease or accident) start a scrapbook of recollections of those
who knew him best.
Whether he died heroically
or you blame him for his own
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By BASSEM MROUE
BEIRUT(AP)- Syrian President Bashar Assad, buffeted
by an uprising against his
regime and growing international isolation, is turning to a
reliable distraction: archenemy
Israel.
Syria keeps tight control
along the Israeli-annexed Golan
Heights, and yet 23 people
died last week when Israeli
troops opened fire on protesters trying to rush the border.
As anti-government violence
heats up at home, the Syrian
government says more demonstrations against Israel are likely.
By stirring up trouble, analysts said, Assad aims to show
that he stands between order
and chaos.
They said he also may want
to remind the world that for
40 years, only his family's
authoritarian regime has held
things together on one of the
world's most precarious frontiers.
"Assad seems to want to raise
the specter of potential instability without actually losing
control of the situation," said
Elias Muhamia, a political analyst at Harvard University.
Syria has a pivotal role in
nearly every thorny Mideast
issue. A staunch Iranian ally,
'Syria backs the militant groups
Hezbollah in Lebanon and
Hamas in the Gaza Strip. It
has also provided a home for
some radical Palestinian groups
and has also exerted influence
in neighboring Iraq.
For much of the past generation, the border between
Syria and the Israeli-occupied
Golan Heights has been one
of the quietest in the volatile
Middle East, with Damascus
and the Jewish state fighting
most of their battles in neighboring Lebanon.
But now, for the second
time in a month, Syrian authorities have essentially stood by
as hundreds of unarmed protesters from Syria, many of
them the descendants of Palestinian refugees from 1948,
surged toward Israeli-held territory and tried to storm through
the border.
Syria said 23 protesters were
killed June 5. Five died in a
demonstration on May 15.
While Syrian officials say the
protests are spontaneous marches planned by young Syrians
and Pal estinians, those familiar with Syria say there is no
way the marches could have
happened without authorities'
consent or even encouragement.
"The regime is basically saying: Look at all the chaos I
can create and if I'm going down
I will take everyone with me,"
said Muhieddine Lathkani, a
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demise, something good can
come from volunteering your
time to a veterans organization, the American Heart Association, Mothers Against Drunk
Driving, a workplace safety
campaign or whatever endeavor is most appropriate.
If "papa was a rolling stone"
who contributed nothing to you
except genetic material, make
peace with that fact, try finding his medical history and
channel your feelings of abandonment into positive actions
by being a surrogate child for
a childless couple.
If your relationship with your
father is a work in progress,
don't place an overemphasis
on the one special day. Bring
along that olive branch, but
don't expect a miraculous tearjerker movie turnaround. Make
Father's Day just one more
step in your journey of discovery and healing.
If you're struggling with the
burden of caring for aging parents, redouble your efforts to
get a little help on Father's
Day, so it is a time for fond
memories and not resentment.
If you're a father, be brutally honest with yourself. Take
inventory and decide what to
do in the coming year so you'll
really deserve that "World's
Greatest Dad- coffee mug.

If you aspire to being a
father someday, keep your eyes
and ears open this Father's
Day.
Examine fatherhood warts
and all. Learn the qualities that
bring friction and the qualities
that bring accolades, and try
to structure your style accordingly.
If you have been blessed with
a great father-child relationship, don't take your father for
granted. Put some thought into
a gift that suits his personality and interests.
Even if he's the stoic type,
instead of superficial well wishes, confide your hopes and
dreams and how he has contributed to them.
Don't put it off. I regret
that I passed up a chance to
talk to my father the night
before his unexpected death,
but I take solace in the fact
that I had expressed my love
for him six months earlier.
Fatherhood has been downgraded because of sperm banks,
breadwinner-replacing Great
Society welfare checks and
online instructions for how to
ride a bike - but it's still alive,
and June 19 is a fitting time
)to pay homage to its past,
present, and future contributions
to society.
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Leota Roberts Meeks
Leota Roberts Meeks, 96, a Murray, died Tuesday, June 14,
2011, at 10:40 a.m. at Paducah Care & Rehabilitation in
Paducah.
Online
condolences
may
be
made
at
www.yorkfuneralhome.corn. Arrangements are incomplete at
this time at Blalock-Coleman & York Funeral Home.

Charles Robert Liggett
Charles Robert Liggett, 66, of Murray, died Monday, June 13.
2011, at 3:25 p.m. at his home.
He was born May 28,1945 in New Orleans, La. to the late'Tirol
Oscar and Doris Ann (Beesley) Liggett.
He is survived by his daughter, Jennifer Evelyn Lee of Beverly
Hills, Calif.; and his cousin and caretakers, Lucille and Earl
Bowlsby of Murray.
Private services will be held at a later date. There will be no
public visitation.
Online
condolences
may
be
made
at
www.yorkfuneralhome.com. Arrangements are being handled
by Blalock-Coleman & York Funeral Home.
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Harold Gilbert. 91, of Paducah, died Monday, June 13, at
Western Baptist Hospital in Paducah.
He was born Aug. 21, 1919 in Almo to the late William Boyd
Gilbert and Iva Drinkard Gilbert.
Gilbert was the retired founder of Paducah Industrial Supply
and longtime member and elder of First Christian ChurchDisciples of Christ in Paducah. He attended
Murray State Teachers' College and was a lifetime alumni of Phi Mu Alpha Fraternity. He was
a veteran of World War 11, where he served as a
1st Lieutenant in the U.S. Army's Medical
Department. He served as medical supply officer when the Army converted the Greenbrier
resort in White Sulphur Springs, W.V. into a
2,000-bed hospital. The renamed facility,
Ashford General Hospital, admitted and treated
24,128 soldiers prior to the war's conclusion.
He was later stationed in Saipan.
He was preceded in death by his parents and a
sister, Isabelle Griffin.
He is survived by his wife of 69 years, Jessie Myers Gilbert; a
daughter, Shawn Coltharp and husband Paul of Paducah; a son,
Hal Gilbert and wife Denise of Paducah; six grandchildren and.
five great-grandchildren.
Funeral services will be held at 1 p.m. Friday at First Christian
Church-Disciples of Christ in Paducah with Rev. Linda Creason
officiating. Burial will follow at Murray City Cemetery.
Visitation will begin at 11 a.m. Friday at the church.
Expressions of sympathy may take the form of contributions to
First Christian Church-Disciples of Christ, 415 Audubon Drive,
Paducah, KY 42001. Online condolences may be made at
www.milnerandorr.com.

Kenneth D. Cremer
Kenneth D. Cremer. 77, of Williston, Tenn., entered the presence of his Lord on Monday, June 6, 2011. He was a member of
Germantown Baptist Church where he taught a Sunday School
Class for 30 years, was a deacon, choir member, and past president of Merry Makers. He was born in Kankakee, Ill., on Jan. 5.
1934, to Edwin and Bertha Cremer (deceased). He graduated
from Murray State University with a B.S. Degree in Industrial
Arts and a Master of Arts in Education. He received his
Doctorate in / Engineering Technology, from Utah State
University. He was on faculty at the University of
Memphis for 30 years in the College of
Engineering, and served as Department Head of
Engineering Technology for several years. He
served his country in the U.S. Army from 1956 to
1958. He is survived by his wife, Jane Perry Cremer of 55 years;
two daughters, Karen Cremer Cooksey(Rick)of Williston, Tenn.
and Kenna Cremer Jones of Collierville, Tenn.; two grandchildren, Jon Franklin Jones and Maddie K. Jones; two step-grandchildren, Jennifer Cooksey Prather(Bart)and Ryan Cooksey and
one step-great-granddaughter, Addle Brooke Prather. He was
preceded in death by his two brothers, Ed Cremer and Alvin
Cremer. Upon retirement from the University of Memphis, he
devoted his time to mission work which took him to Mexico,
Dominican Republic, India and Afghanistan. The funeral was at
Germantown Baptist Church on Thursday. June 9, with visitation
from 10:30 a.m. to noon, and a memorial.service at noon. Burial
was in Veterans Cemetery on Forest Hill Irene. In lieu of flowers,
the family has requested memorials be sent to Germantown
Baptist Church. Memorial Park Funeral Home,"Behind the stone
wall," (901) 767-8930. Condolences may be offered at
www.MemorialParkOnline.com.
This is a paid obituary.
(The number oftimes published or the length ofone or more of
the preceding obituaries exceeds the maximum set by the Ledger
and Times policy. A fee has been paidfor additional publishing
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GAMES AND PRIZES: Three-year-old Elijah Niesen fishes for a plastic shark with his father. Eric, at the Murray-Calloway

County Fair earlier this week.

Giving a second listen
to McCartney's first disc
By DAVID BAUDER
AP Entertainment Writer
NEW YORK(AP)-It's hard to
think of how Paul McCartney could
have given his first solo album a
bigger publicity hurdle to overcome. unless he'd been arrested for
some vile crime on the week of its
release in April 1970.
The newly ex-Beatle distributed a
questionnaire that was treated by
fans and the media as definitive
word that the world's most beloved
rock band - true today as it was
back then - had broken up. The
music in "McCartney- was quickly
overshadowed by anger and disappointment.
Forty-one years later, McCartney
is asking for a second listen with a
remastered disc that includes some
alternative song versions, live cuts
and film clips. "McCartney" is
revealed for what it was: a warm.
do-it-yourself project with one genuine classic ("Maybe I'm
Amazed"), a couple of Beatles outtakes and a good dose of filler from
a newlywed who sounds ready to
cut loose from his musical moorings.
Approaching his 69th birthday
this month, McCartney is a busy
man. He's preparing for a concert
tour that will take him to Yankee
Stadium. He's preparing for his
third marriage, to longtime girlfriend Nancy Shevell. although he's
keeping the details of that impending wedding private.
"We're just starting to make plans
at the moment." he said.
Back in 1970. things were less
pleasant.
McCartney had completed the
album at the London home he
shared with his wife Linda and
growing family. He didn't feel like
doing interviews when the release
date approached, so he asked Apple
Records' Peter Brown to draw up a
list of questions that he would proside answers to. It was included in
review copies of the disc sent to
journalists.
When McCartney answered "no"
to Brown's question of "are you
planning a new album or single
with the Beatles'?" it was seized on
by the media as proof that the
Beatles were done.

The
reaction
distressed
McCartney at the time because
other statements he made in the
questionnaire were actually less
definitive about the group's future.
said Peter Ames Carlin, author ot
"McCartney: A Life."
Indeed, elsewhere in the questionnaire McCartney said that he
didn't know whether the break from
the Beatles was temporary or permanent, and when asked if the solo
album was a rest from the Beatles.
he replied,"Time will tell."
"He didn't intend it to be the
breakup of the Beatles,- Carlin
said. "He was the one guy. maybe
aside from Ringo, who wanted to
keep the group together."
In a private meeting a month earlier, John Lennon had informed his
fellow Beatles he was leaving the
group, McCartney recalled in a
recent interview
with The
Associated Press. Skittish management had advised members to lie
when asked if the group was still
together, he said.
Today, it Sounds like Mc-Canne>
regrets that questionnaire. It's
nowhere to be found in the rereleased "McCartney" package.
"It's possible to read all sorts ot
other things into it, read all sorts of
motives of mine into it, which is I
think what happened,- McCartney.
said. "For me, it was simply a was
to answer some questions I might
have been asked if I had done inter
views."
The atmosphere with his fellow
Beatles was poisonous enough at
the time. McCartney was battling
with Lennon, George Harrison and
Ringo Starr over management
issues. The other three wanted
McCartney to put off release of his
solo disc for a couple of months so
it wouldn't conflict with the
Beatles' "Let it Be" album, itself a
project dripping with bad feelings,
and McCartney refused. "Let it Be"
came out a few weeks later.
Lennon was furious with
McCartney about the questionnaire
because it meant Paul - not John,
who started the group - had
scooped him with the ahnouncement that the band was ending.
author Bob Spitz wrote in his book
"The Beatles."
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Manpower

JOB FAIR
Manpower is hosting a job fair at the
Career Discovery Center
208 South 5th Street, Murray, KY 42071
June 15•9 a.m. to 12 Noon and 1 p.m. to 3 p.m.
Positions currently available for great Customer Service Reps for All
Shifts. Must have a High School Diploma or GED, Clear Criminal background, pass phone skills Assessment, and be Drug Free. Manpower offers:
medical, dental. 40IK. life insurance, holiday and vacation pay.

Apply at www.manpowerjobs.com
Drug Free Workplace

Equal Opportunity Employer

Midway College works
Enrolling now for July!
Online - anytime, anywhere
• Business Administration
• Health Care Administration
• Psychology
• Teacher Education

Contact us today!
Online Admissions 1-800-639-6398

www.midwayworks.com
Midway College rs 011 equal oppoetunoty Institution
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Sheesley named to list

Blue Ribbon Exhibit Barn,
Farmers' Market open Saturday

&igayernenI

Special to the Ledger
STORM LAKE, Iowa - Jill Sheesley of Almo was named to
Buena Vista University's Online Graduate & Professional Studies
Dean's List for terms three and four. Students named to the Dean's
List must have a minimum grade point average of 3.5 for the two
terms, based on a 4.0 grade point system, and must have taken at
least 12 hours of coursework. Sheesley received a perfect 4.0 for the
two terms.
Buena Vista is Iowa's accessibly scaled, eye-opening university.
Visit www.hvu.edu.
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The American Veterans' Traveling Tribute, Vietnam Wall, will be
open for public viewing Thursday. June 16, at noon at American
Legion Post 73, 310 Bee Creek Dr., Murray. A wreath-laying ceremony will be conducted at 6 p.m. to honor Gold Star Mothers.
Featured speakers will be Donna Herndon, Melissa Easley. Mayor
Bill Wells and Sheriff Bill Marcum. Fr. Jason McClure will provide
invocation and a blessing. Lisa Whitlow will perform the National
Anthem. Following, a dessert and punch reception will be held and
the public is invited. For more information, call 752-3333.
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MAKING SENSE Of INVESTING

JOIN US FOR VACATION BIBLE SCHOOL
on
THE BIG
APPLE
ADVENTURE:
Where Faith and
Life Connect

Salem
Baptist Church
1034 Browns Grove Rd
Murray, KY

Cecil and West
Ms. Janice Cecil and Steve and Kathy Cecil of Richmond,
announce the engagement of their daughter, Anna Michelle Cecil to
Jason Parker West. son of Tony and Tonda Thomas of Murray and
Steve and Gail West of McKenzie. Tenn.
Miss Cecil is the granddaughter of Carolyn and Ed Campbell and
the late Charles Smith,
Mr. West is the grandson of Laura Parker and the late J.P. Parker
of Murray and Rebecca West and the late Haron West of Murray.
The bride-elect is a graduate of Madison Central High School and
she studied at Eastern Kentucky University.
The groom-elect is a 1996 graduate of Murray High School and
received his Bachelor of Arts degree in Communications from the
University of Kentucky in 2(K8). He is currently working toward a
master's degree in Curriculum and Instruction at Middle Tennessee
State University. He is employed by Verizon Wireless in Nashville.
The wedding will be Saturday. July 30, at the historic Camton
Plantation in Franklin. Term.
Miss Cecil will be honored with a bridal tea on Sunday, June 19,
from 2-4 p.m. at the Sid Easley Alumni Center on the campus of
Murray State University.

Adams honored
at ceremony

Stroke/Brain Injury group will meet
The Murray Stroke/Brain Injury Support Group will meet
Thursday,June 16. at 5:30 p.m. in the MCCH Center for Health and
Wellness Classroom. JoAnn Hammons, Ph.D., speech-language
pathologist, will speak about "Brain Connections...Inside, Outside,
Up and Down.- For more information, contact Cheryl Crouch at
762-1557.

Twin Lakes auto club will meet
The Twin Lakes Region, Antique Automobile Club of America.
will hold its monthly dinner meeting at the Majestic Steak House,
Draffenville, Thursday. June 16, at 6 p.m. The club is open to anyone with an interest in antique vehicles and visitors are welcome.
For more information, call Howard Brandon at 753-4389 or Terry
Ridgley at 753-1829.

Senior pick up day to be Thursday
Senior(CSFP) pick up food day will be Thursday. June 16, from
10:30 a.m. to noon.

CASA to meet Friday
The Court-Appointed Special Advocates of Calloway and
Marshall Counties, INC Board of Directors, will meet Friday, June
17, at 1:30 p.m. in the Murray office on Poplar Street.

CC-ASAP meeting Friday
Calloway County Alliance for Substance Abuse Prevention (CCASAP)will meet Friday, June 17, at 1 p.m. at the Murray Calloway
County Transit. Tena Phillips from the local Department for
Community Based Services will speak about issues regarding "Drug
Endangered Children," a problem that affects children in Calloway
County. Everyone is welcome.

sistently been ranked by -U.S.
Special to the Ledger
David L. Adams of Murray, News & World Report- as one
Community fish fry to be Saturday
was honored for his achieve- of the top public universities in
Temple Hill Lodge 276 will host a community fish fry Saturday.
ments during the May 2011 the nation for its quality and,
Honors Day ceremony at affordability in education.' June 18, from 5-8 p.m. Cost is $6 for all you can eat. All Master
Home to 10,413 students, Masons and everyone in the community is welcome.
Murray State University.
Adams, a psychology major, Murray State attracts individuSalem Baptist to hold VBS
Chi als who are seeking a great eduPsi
the
received
Salem Baptist Church, 1034 Browns Grove Rd., Murray, will hold
Outstanding Psychology Senior cation in a personalized setting.
Bible School "A Big Apple Adventure: Where Faith and
Vacation
Award. He is the son of Bonnie
June 20-23, from 6-8:30 p.m. Featured will be Bible
Connect"
Life
D.
Pat
late
the
Adams and
recreation,
stories,
music and refreshments. For a ride, call Phillip
Adams.
489-2627.
at
Bazzell
Established in 1922, Murray
State University has become
Russell Chapel UMC to hold VBS
known through the years as a
Russell Chapel United Methodist Church will hold Vacation Bible
university
student-centered
School June 20-22, from 9 a.m. to noon for pre-school to age 12.
where the emphasis is on acaFor more information or for a ride, call 436-5801, 293-6382 or 753demic excellence. For the past
3949.
20 years, Murray State has conFuptastic Families is a free monthly program that offers parenting
opportunities and children's activities. The program, "Social
Networking," will be Monday, June 20, at the Adult and Family
Education building, 92 Chestnut Street, from 5:30-6:30 p.m. Child
care and light dinner are included. Pre-registration is encouraged by
calling 762-7333 or 759-9592.

Bible Stones • Recreation • Music • Refreshments

Photo provided

For a ride, call Brother Philip Bazzell at 489-2627.

MURRAY
ALLOWAY COUN
FAIR SCHEDULE
David L. Adams

POETRY WINNER: Macrae
Cagle. 9-year-old daughter of
Greg and Jennifer Cagle,
recently won first place at
State in the student poetry
category 1 division of the
Federation of
Kentucky
Women's Clubs. The Murray
Woman's Club presented her
with a first place certificate
for her poem, if I Were A
Wizard."

Calloway Middle SBDM will meet
The Calloway County Middle School Base Decision Making
Council will hold a special-called meeting Thursday, June 16, at
8:45 a.m. in the Calloway County Middle School. This meeting is
for the primary purpose of approving the next steps in the principal
selection process. There will also be an executive session. This
meeting is open to the public except for the executive session.

Narcotics group will meet
Narcotics Anonymous will meet each Tuesday, Thursday and
Saturday from 8-9 p.m. and each Wednesday at 11 a.m. at St. John's
Episcopal Church, Murray. All meetings are open. For more information, call Amanda at 227-6645 or Chad at 873-7375.

Fri., June 18 — Demo Derby

oiwirgoar.gdge 4*-4r"•
..
Cypress Springs
Restaurant

Sat., June 19 — Motorcross

"Overlooking Beautiful Kentucky Lake"

Wed., June 16 — Needline Discount Night
Thurs., June 17— Mini Outlaw Tractor Pull

Visit mccfair.Vor details

Angels Attic
seeks items

,
-441111111111111

Tues., June 15 — Needline Discount Night
& "Skeet- Myers Horseshow

Admission - $10 per person • Gates open nightly at 6pm
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Funtastic Families will meet Monday

CLASSES FOR ALL AGES!
JUNE 20-23•6:00-8:30 pm

Mon., June 14 — Fair Queen Pageant

The Murray -Callow ay County Fair Blue
Ribbon Exhibit Barn will be open free to the
public Saturday. June 18, from 8 a.m. to
noon. The exhibit barn includes all 4-H,
Agriculture and Family and Consumer
Science Exhibits including garden segetables,
handmade clothing, quilts, baked goods,
canned items, arts and crafts, 4-H Youth
Projects, photography, agronomy and more.
Additionally, the Farmers' Market of
Murray-Calloway County, which is located
next to the barn, will also be open from 7 am.
to noon. For more information about the
Murray-Calloway County Fair, visit
www.mccfair.com.

The National Alliance on Mental Illness(NAMI)Family Support
Group will meet Thursday. June 16, at 6:30 p.m. at the Murray.
Calloway County Hospital, Educational Services Building (comer
of 8th & Elm). For more information, call (270)748-6133 or(270)
748-6923.

THE NAMES
Happy Birthday to us! Twentyfour years ago Dor-Mae Fashion
became D.K. Kelley and we've
been here for you ever since.
We will be celebrating
Wednesday thru Saturday, 15-18th.
Storewide savings 25% to 60%
off (excluding Brighton). We have
a lot of cute dresses and tops as
well as great jeans, shorts, and
capri's, and of course fabulous Jewthy.
All of your favorite brands on
sale for 4 days to celebrate and to
thank our customers for making us
the number one ladies store and
shopping with us. We really appreciate your business and your loyalty.
Each day we will have daily
drawings for door prizes, free gifts
with purchase and refreshments.
Please be sure to join us and
help celebrate all our years in business.
CI° to Facebook and see what
great items we have in the store.
We have posted jewelry and a lot of
cute tops and dresses.
Congratulations to Carson McKee
who won this week's giveaway silver bangles.
Next week's will be posted on
Facebook so be sure to check us
out.
Don't miss our Birthday
Celebration muting tomorrow hope to see you!
Stay tuned to next week's fun
and fashion report...

e-mail: communitynewsemurrayledger.com

•
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JO/N US FOR FATHER'S DAY!
Open 8 a.m. - 8 p.m. Tuesday thru Sunday (Closed Mondays)
Serving Breakfast, Lunch & Dinner
Located Approx. 15 miles South of Murray off HWY 121
www.cypressspringsresort.com
Still Owned & Operated by the Williams Family

V

270-436-5496

The Angels Attic Thrift Shop.
972 Chestnut Street, is in need
of items as they continue to provide funding for Angels
Healthcare Clinic for those who
have no medical insurance in
Murray and Calloway County.
Specifically, they are in need of
men's, women's and children's
clothing, furniture, appliances,
house hold items and toys.
Items can be received
Monday through Saturday, 8
a.m. to 5 p.m. or call for pickup
at 762-0505.
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Mr. and Mrs. John P. McGee

Mr. and Mrs. Collins 1961

John and Marcene McGee, 2760 State Park 94 East. Murray, will
celebrate their 60th wedding anniversary Saturday. June 18. 2011.
They were married on that date in Corinth, Miss., in 1951.
Their attendants were Margaret McGee. sister of the groom. and
Marjorie Nelson, sister of the bride.
Mrs. McGee is the daughter of the late Wes and Amy Knight
Blane. Mr. McGee is the son of the late Landis and Sara McGee of
Louisiana. He retired from the U.S. Air Force in 1969 and later the
U.S. Post Office of Murray.

Reece and Edna Collins of Benton, will
observe their 50th wedding anniversary on
Thursday. June 23. 2011. They were married
on that date in 1961.
A reception will be held Sunday. June 19.
from 2-4 p.m. at New Bethel Baptist
Church, 4045 Mayfield Highway. Benton.
All relatives and friends are invited to
attend, but the couple requests no gifts.
Mr. Collins and the former Miss Edna
Johnson were married at Unity Church in

University News

Special to the Ledger
Murray State University
received a $5,000 bequest from
the estate of Ben H. Whiteaker
of Paducah, to support student
scholarships at the university.
Although not an alumnus of
Murray State, Whiteaker loved
the libraries, art centers and colleges in the region and chose to
support them through his estate.
He was a retiree of Union
Carbide corporation's Nuclear
Division, with more than 35
years of employment in the

chemistry departments of the
Oak Ridge, Tenn. and Paducah
Gaseous Diffusion Plants. He
was a graduate of the University
of Tennessee in 1948 and served
Id the U.S. Navy during World
War 11. He was preceded in
death by his wife of 52 years.
Martha Wilson Whiteaker.
Murray State University,
founded in 1922, is ranked as
one of the top comprehensive
universities in the United States
and will award more than $1.5
million in privately-funded
scholarships in 2011.
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Collins and Jillian Collins. They also have
one great-grandchild, Hunter Michael Beck

Briggs and Stratton, the Murray
Convention and Visitors Bureau
or register the morning of from
8-8:30 a.m. in front of Sparks
Hall.
More information about the
Primary Care 5K can be found
by calling (270) 767-3122.
Other Freedom Fest inquiries
can be made by calling (270)
759-2199 or by visiting
www.tourmurray.com.

If You Were a
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cans needed

acation Bible
ol to age 12.
6382 or 753-

ms

They have seven grandchildren, Tony
Beck and wife, Stacy, Blair Collins, Jacob
Collins, Emma Vail, Max Poe, Sophie

WITNESS

or Passerby Who Stopped to
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ray, will hold
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will be Bible
!, call Phillip
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and daughter, Misti Poe and husband. Tim
of Benton.

Special to the Ledger
interested in the 5K can pick up receive a medal.
The annual Primary Care 5K applications at Primary Care
The Briggs & Stratton Main
and the Briggs & Stratton Main Medical • Center. the Murray Street Mile will begin after the
Street Mile will be held Convention & Visitors Bureau 5K at 8:45 a.m. at 15th and
Saturday. July 2 during freedom or register the morning of the Main Street in front of Sparks
Fest.
*race beginning at 6 a.m. Hall
on
Murray
State
All ages are encouraged to Registration is $10 per Contest- University's campus and finish
participate in • both events. ant with the race beginning at 7 at 6th and Main Street(immedi"These two events bring togeth- a.m. The first 3(X)registered will ately preceding the Freedom
er two important pieces of our receive a free T-shirt. The top Fest Parade). The registration
community - being healthy and three male and female contest- fee is $10 per person.
showing patriotism for our ants in each age group will. Applications can be picked up at
country." said Erin Carrico.
executive director of the Murray
Convention
and
Visitors
Bureau. "Murray is the up and
coming healthy community and
these two events showcase that
we mean it."
The Primary Care 5K Run will
begin and end at Primary Care
Medical Center, located at 1000
S. 12th St. in Murray. Anyone
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and wife, Cathy of Metropolis, Ill., and
Monti Collins and wife. Denise of Benton.

Primary Care 5K Run,Briggs & Stratton
Whiteaker donates to
Murray State University Main Street Mile dates scheduled July 2
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Mr. and Mrs. Collins in 2011
Hardin by the Rev. Joe Gardner. Their attendants were Donna Jones and Billy Joe
Lovett.
Mrs. Collins is the daughter of Howard
Johnson and the late Estelle Johnson of
Benton. She is retired from the Bank of
Marshall County. Mr. Collins is the son of
the late Horace and Mira Collins of Benton.
He is retired from Overnite Transportation.
They are the parents to sons, Jeff Collins
and wife. Tiffany of Benton, Kevin Collins

Photo provided

SCHOLARSHIP RECIPIENT: Calloway County High School
2011 graduate Nicolas K. Fazi was recently awarded an
Outstanding Attendance Scholarship by Fred Ashby,
President-Elect of the Kentucky Directors of Pupil Personnel.
A total of thirty-four seniors representing every region across
the Commonwealth received this year's award. Fazi was
present all 705 days of his four years at CCHS. He will begin
studies in the College of Engineering program at Virginia Tech
this fall.

Tam OFT

*41
SIMMER VALE!

WATCH Center at 702 Main
St., Murray, needs aluminum
cans for an on-going fund-rais
ing project.
Peggy Williams, director, said.
"These may be taken to the center during regular hours; or persons may drive through the
driveway on the west side of the
center and place them in the cotton wagon there anytime day 01
night: or may be donated at a
Make A Difference Day at
Murray
State
University
Stewart stadium parking lot."

MOTOR VEHICLE ACCIDENT
at

US HWY 94 and
JOHNNY ROBERTSON RD.
on May 25, 2011

PLEASE CALL PHIL LEWZADER
at 270-210-7625
in welcoming a new member
I toJoinourusPeel
a Holland team.
Tracey Brown Hendrix has joined the Peel 8 Holland team as a
local Family Account Manager for our growing Murray office.
Originally from IvIto ay. Tracey's background in insurance and
client service means she not only knows how to help you but
she does so with care and compassion Contact Tracey today to
see how she can help with your personal insurance needs

* BUY I GET 1
50% OFF
STOREWIDE
quo! or lesser value)

Thurs.. June 16th - Sat., June 18th
Tracey Hendrix, Vyoiri Mana9,, Personal Insurance

• Home Decor • Mexican Pottery & Iron 0 Jewelry
• Bridal & Bay Regietry

*400 Main St.• Murray, KY 42071
270-767-0007

*

o lfix@peeinolland corn
271 276 '678 to

Peel Holland

118 South Filth Street
270.753.4451
www.pcethulland.com

KA • Wednesda. June 15, 2011
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HEALTH
*ww.sturrayledseccout

e-mail: hteague@murrayledger.com

Mind your migraines

Priuto provided

Pictured are Murray-Calloway County Hospital CEO Jerry Penner and Director of Information
Systems Regina Davison.

MCCH receives EHR incentive payment
Special to the Ledger
roll, general ledger, accounts payable, registration
Murray-Calloway County Hospital was recent- and scheduling. As a few months went by, other
ly notified that they would be receiving an EHR modules were added including Order Entry, EMR.
Incentive payment for $653,516 in federal funds.
Nursing and Materials Management. Within the
The Medicare and Medicaid Electronic Health last two to three years, the hospital has added
Records (EHR) Incentive Programs provides additional functions that include the ability to scan
incentive payments to eligible professionals and and barcode medications, which is necessary for
eligible hospitals as they demonstrate adoption, trajking medication reconciliation and allergy
implementation, upgrading, or meaningful use of checking for patients.
By implementing the SCA
certified EHR technology. These incentive pro(Scanning/Archiving) module in April 2009 the
grams are designed to support providers in this
hospital is now able to comply with patient and
period of Health IT transition and instill the use of
provider's request for an electronic patient record.
EHRs in meaningful ways to help our nation to
MCCH also plans to meet Medicare meaningimprove the quality, safety and efficiency of
ful
use requirements in 2012, which will require
patient health care.
MCCH was able to complete the process as the use of CPOE (computerized physician order
soon as Kentucky opened its registration site in entry) for providers to place orders on their "
January 2011. MCCH is currently upgrading to patients electronically. In addition, MCCH will be
the new certified version of Meditech 5.6, which installing a patient portal, software which will
is scheduled to go live on June 14, thus qualifying allow patients to place prescription orders, request
the hospital for the first year incentive payment of appointments and view their own clinical data
from the comfort of their home, utilizing their
$653,516.
The hospital has used Meditech as their own intemet connection. Various interfaces will
Electronic Medical Record since October 2002. be utilized to allow the exportation of records and
The initial installation of the software only includ- data to other providers, agencies and facilities
ed basic financial support modules including pay- necessary to complete the patient care process.

By Dr. Christopher King
Western Kentucky Neurology
"Stabbing, throbbing pain," "consistent, terrible headaches and lingering nausea" are two of
the many ways my patients have described their
migraine headaches. Migraines are not only serious and debilitating — they are also more prevalent
than you might think. At least 10 percent of the
population worldwide suffers from migraines.
More common in women than men, about 75 percent of adult sufferers are women.
Diagnosis can be difficult, but generally
requires that the following criteria are met:
Unilateral (one-sided) pain, nausea and/or vomiting, and photophobia and/or phonophobia (sensitivity to light and/or sound). Sometimes migraines
are preceded by an aura, which can be visual
(jagged lights are often described)or olfactory (an
unusual odor). Migraines often have a trigger.
Some common ones are: chocolate, MSG, red
wine, lack of sleep or too much sleep. Tensiontype headaches (described as a tightening band
around the head), and medication-overuse
headaches (those caused by too much Advil,.
Tylenol or too many narcotics) can also trigger
migraines.
Treatment for Migraines typically involves two
different strategies utilizing two very different
classes of medications: Those that attack the
headaches, called tryptans, of which Imitrex or
Frova are two common brand names, and those
that prevent the headaches, like beta-blockers,
some antidepressants and some seizure medications. Tryptans can be very effective with a few
caveats. They can only be taken one or two times
during a 24-hour period and have been known to
cause a stroke or heart attack. For those who suffer more than one migraine a week, preventative
medications are generally considered the treatment of choice, using tryptans as a last resort.
Alternative paths to relief that can be quite successful include chiropractic care, acupuncture and
biofeedback.

While some people face migraines only once
in a while, others deal with them chronically. A
person with chronic migraines experiences severe
headaches at least 15 days per month, with each
headache lasting at least four hours. Recently, the
Food and Drug Administration approved a new
therapy for chronic migraines: Botox, or botu.
!mum toxin. Bows has been used for years in the
cosmetic field as well as for the treatment of
severe spasms and severe sweating. Two very
important studies have shown the effectiveness of
Botox for chronic migraines — exciting news for
patients seeking relief! Because the treatment is
now FDA-approved, most insurance, including
Medicare and Medicaid, offer coverage.
If you experience migraine symptoms, it is
important to talk to your doctor.
While you may have one of over 60 different
types of headaches, you may also suffer from
migraines or something more serious. New onset
headaches of any kind are a reason for immediate
evaluation by a physician. If you experience
headaches that are chronic and consistent in
nature, it's a good idea to keep a headache diary
for at least a month and take it with you to your
next doctor's appointment. You should note the
time and duration of the headaches, as well as
what you were doing at the onset and any known
triggers. Also keep track of medications or other
treatments and their effectiveness.
While migraine headaches are painful and
keep us from fully participating in life, there are
treatment and therapy options. Work with your
physician to determine your best path to relief.
Mind your migraines so the\ do not mind you'

CHRONIU

DON'T LOSE ANOTHER DAY

Photo provided

If you suffer from chronic migraine, experiencing
at least 15 headache days per month with
headaches lasting 4 hours or longer. Botox
treatment may be the solution for you
Western Kentucky Neurology is the only source
in the area that offers the relief from chronic
migraine you have been looking for

qsr3o-rox
Please join Dr. Christopher King for a
discussion on Botox treatment for
chronic migraine.

The physicians of Primary Care Medical Center recently donated $1,000 to Dr David Koelsch
of West Kentucky Surgical for the Murray City Schools Foundation for Excellence. Pictured.
from left, are Dr. Dan Butler, Dr. Bob Hughes. Koelsch and Dr. Hollis Clark.

WOWS PEAR ON THE AIR
Lost 144 lbs. with Gastric Banding at
Jackson Purchase Medical Center
That's a
Varsity
Cheerleader!

Tuesday, June 21st from
6:00 p.m. to 8:00 p.m. at the
Murray-Calloway County
Chamber of Commerce

FREE SEMINAR
June 20th at 6pm
Jackson Purchase Medical Center
1099 Medical Center Circle
Mayfield, KY 42066

Space is limited and reservations
are required. so caLl
270.761.5333 today to sign up
to attend'

Community Conference Room
Call 251-4580 or 877-554-JPMC
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GREAT AMERICAN BRASS BAND FESTIVAL: An Army Band participates in the Great American Brass Band Festival,
Saturday, June 11, in Danville.

Social Security makes $8B in improper payments
WASHINGTON (API - The
Social Security Administration
made $6.5 billion in overpayments to people not entitled to
receive them in 2009. including
$4 billion under a supplemental
income program for the very poor,
a government investigator said
Tuesday.
In all. about 10 percent of the
payments made under the
agency's Supplemental Security
Income program were improper.
said Patrick P. O'Carroll Jr.. the

Social Security inspector general.
Error rates were much smaller
for retirement, survivor and disability benefits, which make up
the overwhelming majority of
Social
Security
payments,
OTarroll told a congressional
panel.
"By any standard, the scope of
these problems is considerable,"
said Rep. Charles Boustany, RLa., chairman of the House Ways
and Means Oversight subcommittee. "Regardless of whether a pay-

ment occurs because of simple
error or outright fraud, improper
payments harm Social 'Security
programs in the long term, jeopardizing benefits for those who
may need them in the future. They
also cost taxpayers billions of dollars each year."
With lawmakers working to
reduce soaring budget deficits,
President Barack Obama has
directed agencies to reduce
improper payments. Boustany's
panel held a hearing on Social

Security's improper payments
Tuesday. O'Carroll said the
agency is working to improve
accuracy. but more must be done.
Throughout the federal government, improper payments totaled
$125 billion last year, up from
$110 billion in 2009. O'Carroll
said. In 2009, only two other
agencies — the Departments of
Health and Human Services, and
Labor — had more improper payments than Social Security. he
said.

By BRIAN BAKST
Associated Press
ST. PAUL, Mum.(AP) — One hand clutches a crisply
folded U.S. flag with a concealed weapons certification protruding: the other slides discreetly into a denim coat pocket. Behind the beaming state lawmaker, a silhouette target
with bullet holes square in the chest. Next to her nameplate,
a "No New Taxes!" sticker.
The photo taken .during Minnesota Republican Michele
Bachmann's initial run for Congress in 2006 captures her
essence.
In Bachmann's quick rise from state lawmaker to unofficial tea party ambassador in Washington, her brazen style
has kept Republican leaders on edge and appealed to those
in the GOP searching for a fresh, unfettered voice. She relishes the spotlight and seldom cedes ground.
Her unpredictable edge was on display
during Monday night's GOP presidential
debate in New Hampshire when, out of the
blue, she announced. that she had filed
papers to be an official candidate for the
Republican nomination.
"I do what I say and I say what I mean
and I don't change what I do based on a
political wind or desire to necessarily
move up the next ladder," Bachmann told
Bachmann The Associated Press this spring in an
interview in which she stressed her eagerness to "take on not only the opposing party but my own
party as well to do what I think is right."
Known for piercing and sometimes inaccurate commentary, she regularly aggravates political foes and provides
ample fodder to late-night comics. She once falsely claimed
taxpayers would be stuck with a $200 million per day tab
for Democratic President Barack Obama's trip to India. She
mistakenly identified New Hampshire as the site of the
Revolutionary War's opening shots. (That key American
moment occurred in Massachusetts.)
While some see her as a novelty candidate, she's also
regarded as a skilled, resilient politician.
"I know people like to pick at her," said Dan Nygaard, a
local Republican official during Bachmann's early days in
politics. "But you can never underestimate her."
Her personal evolution is striking.
In college, Bachmann volunteered on Democrat Jimmy
Carter's presidential campaign and took her maiden trip to
Washington to revel in his inauguration; now she's a congressional megaphone for the conservative tea party. As a
young government lawyer, Bachmann helped chase tax
dodgers for the Internal Revenue Service; now she stokes
worry about a swarm of IRS agents enforcing the new
health insurance law she's determined to repeal.

PEPPERS AUTOMOTIVE RENOWNED SPECIALS
2005 ACURA MDX TOURING 2007 FORD EXPLORER EDDIE BAUER
72,000 MILES

2009 PONTIAC VIBE GT

4X4, Heated Leather. NAV
Moonroof. Third Row Seat

46,000 MILES

45,000 MILES

Leather, Alloy Wheels,
Running Boards

T/C PW/PL, CD 18" Alloy
Wheels

Stk. #P7858

Stk #P7856

Stk #P7850

$17 595
9

$17,995

$16,695

2007 MERCURY MILAN PREMIER

2002 CHEVROLET

40,000 MILES

All Wheel Drive. Heated &
Cooled Seats, Moonroof.
Chrome Wheels

82.000
MILES

Stk #CP1081

$16,295
40,000 MILES

56,000 MILES

CORVETTE

V6, Heated Leather.
Moonroof, Spoiler.

2008 MERCEDES-BENZ C-300

2008 LINCOLN MKZ

Stk. #CP1079

$199495
Tinted

2009 TOYOTA TACOMA PRERUNNER

Windows. Z06
Wheels.

30,000 MILES

Heated Leather,
Moonroof

V6, SR5. T/C,
PW/PL. CD

Stk #P7859

Stk #P7851

$269995

$229995

2006 SUBARU B9 TRIBECA LIMITED 2005 CHEVROLET SILVERADO LT Z-71 4X4
90,000 MILES

2008 GMC SIERRA SLE
54,000 MILES

97,000 MILES

Crew Cab, Remote Start,
Satellite Radio, 20" Wheels.

Leather. Moonroof. DVD

Stk #P7862

$15,895

$21,695

6,895

2008 CHRYSLER 300 LIMITED 2009 FORD ESCAPE XLT 2006 FORD F-150 STX 4X4
39,000 MILES

32,000 MILES

Heated Leather, Chrome
Wheels, Satellite Radio.
Bentley Grill.
Stk. #P7852

Chrome Wheels, Michelin
Tires, Satellite Radio.

41,000 MILES

Stk #CT1093A

Stk. #CP1080

$17,595
Jeer,
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WALMART FLW TOUR MAJOR ON KENTUCKY LAKE

Hometown hopes

MSU BASKETBALL

Prohm
hires Kane
as Racers'
newest
assistant
coach
KANE COMES TO
MURRAY FROM
UNIV. OF
ALABAMA, VCU
AND NBA's
BOBCATS

From MSU Athletics
Murray State men's basketball coach Steve Prohm
announced the hiring of assistant coach James Kane, who
joins the Racers after two seasons at the University of
Alabama.
"I am very excited to add
James to our
coaching
staff,"
Prohm said.
"He
will
provide
great energy
and
work
ethic. I love
the fact that
James has
been around
Ka
winning
programs, and he understands
the direction we want to go
here at Murray State."
"I am grateful and excited to
Brett Carlson / LW Outdoors join
the
Murray
State
Paducah native and professional angler Dan Morehead holds up a 6-pound, 12-ounce spotted bass that he caught in a tournament in Missouri in
Basketball program," Kane
March of 2009. The state record in Missouri is 7 pounds, 8 ounces, meaning Morehead was less than a pound shy of the record. Morehead, who said. "The
Racers have a great
was named 2003 Angler of the Year, is hoping to pick up his first win of the season this week on his home water, Kentucky Lake.
winning tradition and the community has a lot of pride in the
team. Coach Prohm is passion'ate, hard working and has a
great relationship with his
players. I look forward to
working with and learning
from Coach Prohm and the rest
of the staff, while bringing my
By RICKY MARTIN
the fact that Morehead will get
own energy and passion to the
This
Week
Assistant Sports Editor
to sleep in his own bed during
program."
When it comes to bass fish- the tournament, but the Murray
FLW Tour Major on
Kane was Alabama's video
ing, knowing the water is an State alum added that simply
Kentucky Lake
coordinator and served in the
important thing.
knowing the two lakes the way
Thursday
same role for two seasons at
When it comes to Kentucky he does helps him be more effiTakeoff: Kentucky Dam Manna 6
VCU. all under Head Coach
an,
Lake, perhaps nobody knows cient on the water.
Anthony Grant. At VCU, Kane
Weigh-in: Kentucky Dam Manna, 2-30
the water better than Dan
While some professional
p.m.
was part of the staff that guided
Morehead, a Paducah native anglers can find a location
Friday
the Rams to back-to-back
Takeoff: Kentucky Dam Manna 6
who calls Lake Barkley and where fish are present easily,
Colonial Athletic Association
am
Kentucky Lake his home.
they may have to spend a little
Weigh-in: Kentucky Dam Manna 2 30
championships in the 2007-08
This week, Morehead hopes more time narrowing down the
m
and 2008-09 seasons. He spent
Saturday
his knowledge of his two home exact spot they need to cast
the 2006-07 season as a graduTakeoff: Ken-Lake State Park Manna.
lakes will provide him with the their bait.
6a m
ate assistant at VCU where he
extra advantage he needs, as
Weigh-in: Murray State's CFSB
For Morehead, who has
was part of the effort that saw
Center 4 p m
anlgers from across the country called Paducah home for 40
VCU
make the
NCAA
FLW Expo: Murray State's CFSB
will take off from Kentucky years, that time is cut down sigCenter, 12-4 p m
Tournament and upset Duke in
Dam Marina Thursday morn- nificantly, because he already
Sunday
the first round.
Takeoff: Ken-Lake State Park Manna.
ing in the Walmart FLW Tour has a pretty good idea about
Prior to getting into the colSam
Major on Kentucky Lake.
what spots to fish in each locaWeigh-in: Murray State's CFSB
lege game, Kane spent the
Center. 4 p m
The pay-out to the victor is tion.
2005-06 season as an intern for
FLW Expo: Murray States CFSB
$125,000, and Morehead said
"I know a lot about which
the NBA's Charlotte Bobcats in
Center. 12-4 p.m
he feels like he has as good of structures
where."
are
basketball operations and
shot as anyone to claim stake to Morehead said. "One advan- low pool and lack of current.
scouting analysis.
the top prize, thanks in large tage for me is the fact that the fish are moving around
A native of Oakland Park,
part to being in his home ele- when I get on an area, I can be much more than if the opposite
Fla., Kane graduated in 2005
ment.
more precise, because I can was the case, leaving him to
from the University of Florida
"That's a pretty big amount narrow down the areas within beleive he will need to make at
as a merit scholar with a degree
of money to have out there to about a 30-yard radius. That least one or two big runs on the
in sport management, and a
win in my own back yard," saves a lot of time."
lake during the week to solidiminor in business administraMorehead said via telephone
Time will be a precious fy a spot in the top-20.
tion. He also played on the
Monday afternoon. "These thing for Morehead and his felHe added that each fisherGators' scout team under Grant,
lakes are my home, they are low anglers this week, particu- man relies heavily on their
then an assistant at Florida. In
where I cut my teeth in the larly with the way the fishing equipment during tournaments
2006, he earned his master's
Photo courtesy of Dan Morehead
fishing world, and I hope it has been in their two practice like the one coming up this Dan Morehead
poses with two bass he caught in a tour- degree in sport management
provides me with a hometown days on the water at the begin- weekend, where it may take a
nament recently. Morehead hopes his knowledge of the from VCU's prestigious Center
advantage.ning of the week.
for Sport Leadership.
FLW, 11A
See
two
local lakes are to his advantage this week.
Among those advantages is
Morehead said that with the
"James has been part of successful programs while at
Alabama and VCU," Prohm
ST. LOUIS CARDINALS BASEBALL
added."He has had an opportunity to learn from one of the
top coaches in the nation in
Coach Grant the past five years
and these experiences will further enhance our program."
Ann Heisenfelt /
"I also would like to thank
AP Photo
Coach Grant and his coaching
staff for the opportunity to
St.
Louis
work with them over the past
Cardinals
five years," Kane said. "I know
shortstop I built relationships
at Alabama
By R.& FALLSTIMIA
at-bats, with the loudest cheers coming
Ryan Theriot, and VCU that will last a lifeAP Sports Writer
after his double down the right-field line
right, tags out time: I hope to bring what I
WASHINGTON tAP) — Ryan drove in the Nationals' first run of the sevWashington have learned and share it with
Zimmerman hit a run-scoring double in his enth.
Nationals' Coach Prohm as he incorporeturn from the disabled list to spark a sixWashington's last four runs in the inning
Wilson rates his plan to build on the
run seventh-inning as the Washington scored with two outs. The tying run scored
Nationals beat the St. Louis Cardinals 8-6 on a wild pitch and the Nationals took the
Ramos in a successful and historic traditions at Murray State."
lead on a bases-loaded walk.
on Tuesday night.
rundown
Kane joins Willian Small
Zimmerman had missed 58 games
Albert Pujols and Lance Berkman hit
between secand Matt McMahon as Prohm's
because of an injured abdominal muscle. home runs for St. Louis, which has lost a
ond and first hires this summer,
after Prohm
He was given ovations from the crowd in
Innings.
•See CARDS, 11A
stepped in for Billy Kennedy
pregame introductions and for each of his
last month.

LOCAL ANGLER DAN MOREHEAD HOPES
KNOWLEDGE OF `HOME WATER'GIVES HIM
ADVANTAGE ON KENTUCKY LAKE

Cardinals extend losing streak in D.C.

NATIONALS'ZIMMERMAN SPARKS WINNING
FtALLLY IN RETURN FROM DISABLED LIST
WITH RBI DOUBLE
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.eason-high four straight games.
I tic six-run inning matched
tlic Nationals' best this season,
and extended their winning streak
to four games, also tying their
season best.
Miguel Batista (3-2) of the
Cardinals relieved starter Jaime
Garcia to start the seventh with
St. Louis holding a 6-2 lead. After
Zimmerman's double, Michael
Morse had an RBI groundout for
the second out. Danny Espinosa
then scored Zimmerman on a single.
Reliever Trever Miller came
on and hit Roger Bemadina,loading the bases, and then threw a
wild pitch to pinch-hitter Ivan
Rodriguez, allowing the tying run
to score. After an intentional walk
to Rodriguez, reliever Jason
Motte came on and walked pinchhitter Laynce Nix on the 11th
pitch of the at-bat to give the
Nationals their first lead of the
game, 7-6. Jayson Werth singled
home an insurance run to cap the
rally.
Henry
Rodriguez (2-1)
pitched the seventh inning to earn
the win. Drew Storen pitched the
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Sponsored by

Stuart Alexander
1702 Hwy 121 North Bypass
Murray, Kentucky
Auart.alertaiitirri
c
(270)753-4703

SCOREBOARD

photo submitted

Prentice Damell had a hole-in-one on the fifteenth at
the Oaks Country Club with a seven iron. Witnesses
were Roy Cothran, Jim White and Teddy Darnell.

•FLW
From Page 10A
big run across the lake to bring
in the big one.
"I'll be doing a lot of moving around," he said. "That's
one reason I'm glad I'll be
using the equipment I've
always used, because I never
have to hesitate if I want to

move around.
"Knock on wood, but my
engine runs flawlessly everytime and I'll need that consistency this weekend.
Morehead's Evinrude ETEC motor will be heavily
relied upon this weekend, but
Morehead said that he still

knows there is sometimes a
'hometown curse' on local
anglers in their home waters,
one he hopes to avoid.
Morehead has won twice on
Kentucky Lake in his storied
15-year bass fishing career,
which included the title of
Angler of the Year in 2003

Murraj Massa

e

I'At j
t

FATHER'S DAY SPECIALS!
25% Off
All Father's Day Gift Certificates
(wiles to oil sessolvd

301 North 12th Street • Murray, KY • 270-978-0494
www.murraymassage.com
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ninth for his 16th save in 17
opportunities.
The Cardinals took advantage
of a defensive miscue to score
three runs in the fifth.
An intentional walk to Pujols
with one out loaded the bases for
Berkman, who hit what appeared
to be a double-play grounder to
shortstop
Ian
Desmond.
However, Desmond's flip to
Espinosa caught the second baseman in an awkward position, and
the throw to first was too late to
get Berkman. The reprieve led to
two more St. Louis runs as Yadier
Molina and Andrew Brown hit
run-scoring singles before the
Nationals got out of the inning.
Pujols hit a two-run homer in
the first-his 15th of the yearand Berlunan hit his 17th in the
fourth.
NOTES: Nationals OF Rick
Anklet (strained left intercostal
muscle)left the game after the top
of the second and is listed as day
to day. ... Washington optioned
RHP Craig Stammen to Triple-A
Syracuse on Tuesday. ... LHP
Tom Gorzelanny (inflamed left
elbow) threw a rehab start for
Syracuse on Monday.

where he finished as the No. I
ranked angler in the world.
Still, Morehead said sometimes knowing the water and
relying too much on memor)
can be a bad thing.
"Sometimes if you start
using your memory on some
previous patterns and runs, you
can end up getting yourself into
some trouble," Morehead said.
"The key is to use your local
knowledge and apply it to what
the lake is doing on that particular day."
The anglers had practice
time on the water on Monday
and Tuesday, but are required
to stay off the lakes all day
today in preparation of
Thursday's opening. The
anglers will begin the tournament at 6 a.m. tomorrow at
Kentucky Dam Marina, and the
event will conclude Sunday at
Murray State's CFSB Center
with the final weigh-in.
"I've
been
blessed,"
Morehead said. "There's nothing like fishing on your home
water, and there's nothing like
winning at home either."

Maior League Baseball
All Times CDT
American League
East Division
Vrr
L Pct
Boston
39 27 591
New York
37. 28 569
Tampa Bay
36 31 537
Toronto
33 34 493
Baltimore
30 34 469
Central Division
W
L Pct
Detroit
37 30 552
Cleveland
35 30 538
Chicago
33 35 485
Kansas City
29 37 439
Minnesota
26 39 400
West Division
W
L Pct
Texas
36 32 529
Seattle
34 33 507
Los Angeles
32 36 471
Oakland
28 39 418

GB
112
31,2
612

GB
1
412
712
10
GB
112
4
712

Monday's Games
Cleveland 1. NY Yankees 0
Detroit 2. Tampa Bay 1. 10 innings
L A Angels 6, Seattle 3
Tuesday's Games
Detroit 4, Cleveland 0
N Y Yankees 12, Texas 4
Toronto 6 Baltimore 5. 11 innings
Tampa Bay 4. Boston 0
Chicago White Sox at Minnesota. ppd .
rain
Kansas City at Oakland. 9.05 p m
LA Angels at Seattle, 9- 10 pm
Wednesday's Games
Cleveland (Carmona 3-81 at Detroit
(Penny 5-51. 605 p m
Texas ID Holland 5-1) at NY Yankees
(Nova 5-4). 6 05 p m
Baltimore (Arrieta 8-3) at Toronto
IRRomero 5-61. 6 07 p m
Boston (Beckett 5-2) at Tampa Bay
(Hellickson 7-4). 6 10 p m
Chicago White Sox (Floyd 6-5) at
Minnesota (Pavano 3-5), 7 10 pro
Kansas City (Hochevar 4-61 at Oakland
(Outman 1-1), 9 05 p m
L A Angels (E Santana 3-61 at Seattle
(Bedard 3-41. 9 10 p m
Thursday's Games
Baltimore at Toronto, 11 37 am
Cleveland at Detroit. 12 05 pm
Texas at N Y Yankees. 12 05 p m
Chicago White Sox at Minnesota, 12 10
P.m.
Kansas City at Oakland, 2.35 p.m.
Boston at Tampa Bay, 6:10 p.m.

West Division
W
LPcI
San Francisco
37 29 561
Arizona
37 30 552
Colorado
31 35 470
Los Angeles
31 37 456
San Diego
30 38.441

GB
12
6
7
8

Monday's Games
Pittsburgh 3, N Y Mets 1
Anzona 12 Honda 9
Houston 8, Atlanta 3
Chicago Cubs 1. Milwaukee 0
San Diego 3. Colorado 1
Cincinnati 6, L.A. Dodgers 4
Tuesday's Games
Philadelphia 9. Florida 1
Washington 8, St Louis 6
N.Y Mets 4, Atlanta 3
Chicago Cubs 5, Milwaukee 4 10
innings
Pittsburgh 1, Houston 0
San Diego at Colorado. 7.40 Pm
San Francisco at Anzona, 8 40 pm
Cincinnati at LA Dodgers, 9 10 p.m
Wednesday's Games
Florida (Villanueva 0-01 at Philadelphia
(K Kendrick 3-4). 1205 p.m , 1st game
Cincinnati (Tr.Wood 4-4) at L.A
Dodgers (Billingsley 5-5). 2 10 p m
San Diego ILatos 4-71 at Colorado
(Chem 7-4) 2 10 p m
Florida (Ani Sanchez 6-11 at
Philadelphia (Halladay 9-3) 605 p m
2nd game
St Louis (McClellan 6-21 at Washington
L Hernandez 3-81. 6.05 p.m
N Y Mets (Gee 7-0) at Atlanta
( T Hudson 5-51. 7 10 p.m
Milwaukee (Narveson 3-4) at Chicago
Cubs(Zambian° 5-3), 705 pm
Pittsburgh (Morton 6-3) at Houston
(Happ 3-8). 7 05 p m
San Francisco (Bumgamer 2-81 at
Arizona (J Saunders 3-61. 840 p
Thursday's Games
Florida at Philadelphia. 1205
.
pm
Pittsburgh at Houston. 1 05 p m
Milwaukee at Chicago Cubs, 1 20 p.m
St. Louis at Washington, 6:05 p.m.
N.Y Mets at Atlanta. 6 10 p.m.
San Francisco at Arizona. 840 pro

National League
East Division
W
L Pct GB
Philadelphia
41 26 612
Atlanta
38 30 559 312
New York
33 34.493
8
Florida
32 344.85 812
Washington
31 36.463
10
Central Division
W
L Pct GB
Milwaukee
38 30 559
St Louis
38 30.559
Cincinnati
35 33 515
3
Pittsburgh
4
33 33 500
Chicago
27 39 409
10
Houston
25 474 368
13
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PLAINTIFF,

NOTICE OF SALE

JANET FREE,
UNKNOWN DEFENDANT,SPOUSE OF JANET FREE,

DEFENDANTS

By virtue of a Judgment and Order of Sale entered by the Calloway Circuit Court
on May 9, 2011, in the above cause, to satisfy the Judgment of the Plaintiff in the
approximate amount of $37,673.78, plus interest, I shall proceed to offer for sale
at the Courthouse door in the City of Murray, Calloway County. Kentucky, to the
highest bidder, at public auction on Friday, July 1, 2011, at the hour of 1000
a.m., local time, or thereabout, the following described property located in
Calloway County, Kentucky, with its address being 3115 Pottertown Road,
Murray, KY 42071 and being more particularly described as follows,
Tract 1
Lying and being in the SW. corner of the NE Or.. of S 22, T 2, Range,5 East
Beginning at a point on the south side of the Murray Pine Bluff Road at a bridge
near Wylie Phillip house; thence east with said road to the west end of Claude
Hale's garden. thence, south to the creek; thence in a southeasterly direction with
the creek to Bud Wilkerson's line; thence, west to the agreed line between Wylie
Young and Claude Hale; thence, north with Roy Boatwrighta line to the beginning, containing 1-314 acres more or less
Tract 2
Beginning at the Southeast intersection of the right of way of Kentucky Highway
*280 and the Scott Fitts Road: thence south and along the Scott Fitts Road right
of way 170 feet, more or less, to a fence; thence in an easterly direction 190 feet,
more or less, to Roger Milby's west line and iron stake. thence, north 180 feet,
more or less, to the south right of way of Kentucky Highway #280: thence west
along the south right of way of Kentucky Highway *280, 199 feet, mere or less, to
the point of beginning
Janet Free obtained title to the above described property by virtue of a deed from
Laura Lynn Milby, dated December 4, 2001, of record in Book 407, Page 1, in
the office of the Clerk of Calloway County,
The aforementioned property shall be sold on a cash or credit basis of thirty days,
hut if sold on a credit of 30 days, the purchaser shall be required to deposit with
the Commissioner ten percent(10%)of the bid amount, and to make bond with
sufficient surety to secure payment of the remainder of the purchase price, said
bond, bearing interest at 12% per annum from the date of sale until paid, and
fully due and payable in thirty days. A lien shall be retained on the property as
additional security. All delinquent taxes shall be ascertained and paid, but the
property shall be sold subject to the 2011 ad valorem taxes.
This 2nd day of June, 2011
Respectfully submitted.
MAX W. PARKER
Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court

Saturday
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Leal
Notice

City of Hazel
Delinquent 2010 Taxes
Tax liens have been filed with the Calloway County Clerk's Office againist the
following named persons or properties. Total amounts include 10% penalties
PLAINTIFF

NOTICE OF SALE

JAMES ALLEN STEPHENS, RONALD
BRUCE TRANER, KY LAND PARTNERS, LLC.
AND COUNTY OF CALLOWAY,

DEFENDANTS

By virtue of a Judgment and Order of Sale entered by the Calloway Circuit
Court on April 25, 2011, in the above cause, to satisfy the Judgment of the
Plaintiff in the approximate amount of $41,416.38, plus interest, 1 shall proceed
to offer for sale at the Courthouse door in the City of Murray, Calloway County,
Kentucky, to the highest bidder, at public auction on Friday, June 17, 2011, at
the hour of 10:00 a.m., local time, or thereabout, the following described property
located in Calloway County, Kentucky, and being more particularly described as
follows:
Being designated as Lot 79, WESTERN SHORES, Phase IV, as shown on the
plat of same of record in Plat Book 39. Page 55, Slide 3771, in the Calloway
County Court Clerk's Office in Murray. Kentucky, to which plat specific reference is hereby made for a more particular description of said lot
Subject to covenants and restrictions for WESTERN SHORES recorded in Book
643, Page 415, amended in Book 651. Page 786, in the Calloway County Clerk's
Office in Murray, Kentucky.
Subject to all restrictions, conditions, requirements and easements as set out in
the Deed from the United States of America Tennessee Valley Authority of
record in Book 103, Pages 479 through 531, in the office of the Calloway County
Clerk in Murray, Kentucky.
Subject to TVA Restnction(s) which does not convey any right to construct or
maintain a private water use facility. Rights of ingress and egress to and from
the waters of Kentucky Lake or to construct or maintain private water use facilities which may have accrued to this lot, if any, are vested in Western Shores
Group Dock Association and are exercised in accordance with the Association
Agreement and only through the TVA 26A permit already issued to the Group
Dock Association or subsequent such permits so issued.

Bin No,
6
32
33
55
60
63
64
67
116
117
136
139
148
187
219
228
229
250
284
309
311

Name
Anderson, Harlod B.
Bushrod, Clara & Daryl
Bushrod, Clara & Daryl
Crass, Carolyn
Davis. Christopher
Dick, Stanley W
Dick, Stanley W
Drake, Barbara
Hudson. Margaret & C. Kendall
Hudson, Edward
Leslie, Cindy
Lorey, Sally, Estate
Mason, Edward Michael
Pittman, Katherine
Reibitz, Ola Mae
Rogers, Howard
Rogers, Nancy
Spann, Helen
U.S. Bank National Assoc
Winchester, Michael Steven
Yearry, Carrie

Amount Due
$27.75
$55.00
$33.03
$132.00
$33.00
827.50
$60.50
$192.50
$55_00
$115.72
$302.00
$220.00
$14.85
$33.00
$11.00
8231.00
$286.00
$110.00
$132.00
$154.00
$154.00

NOTICE

020
Notice

Water Quality Report
To All Center Ridge Water Dist. Customers
Our 2010 water quality reports are available

Now -taking spring
& summer cto
tor consignment

Thank You.
Center Ridge Water Dist.

Mon-Fri• 10:0O.6.t.
Sat •9:00-4:00 ,

#1 PWSID - 0180549

Being the same property conveyed to James Allen Stephens and Ronald Bruce
Traner, from KY Land Partners, LLC, by deed dated April 22, 2008, of record in
Book 740. Page 478, in the Calloway County Court Clerk's Office in Murray.
Kentucky

/12 PWSID - 0180509

The aforementioned property shall be sold on a cash or credit basis of thirty
days, but if sold on a credit of 30 days, the purchaser shall be required to deposit
with the Commissioner ten percent 110%) of the bid amount, and to make bond
with sufficient surety to secure payment of the remainder of the purchase price,
said bond, bearing interest at 12% per annum from the date of sale until paid,
and fully due and payable in thirty days. A lien shall be retained on the property as additional security. All delinquent taxes shall be ascertained and paid, hot
the property shall be sold subject to the 2011 ad valorem taxes.

All stored items in storage units listed below at

400 H.4th
(270)761

#3 PWISD - 0180502

Murray Business Center Storage and 94 East Boat
and Mini Storage Murray, KY 42071,.have been
abandoned and if all charges are not paid in full on
or before June 20. 2011, Murray Business Center
and 94 East Boat and Mini Storage will have legal
date for said items will be no later than June 25,
2011.

Murray Business Center Storage unit *51 rented to
Aaron Beard, Unit #44 rented to Lori Lofton. 94

PLAINTIFt

NOTICE OF SALE

East Boat and Mini Storage unit 14 rented to Greg

COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
COURT OF JUSTICE
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
Civil Action No. 10-CI-00474

VS.
DEFENDANT.

PLAINTIFF.

By virtue of a Judgment and Order of Sale entered by the Calloway Circuit Court
on April 25, 2011, in the above cause, to satisfy the Judgment of the Plaintiff in
the approximate amount of $64,170.14, plus interest, I shall proceed to offer for
sale at the Courthouse door in the City of Murray, Calloway County, Kentucky, to
the highest bidder, at public auction on Friday, July 1, 2011, at the hour of 10:00
a.m., local time, or thereabout, the following described property located in
Calloway County, Kentucky, with its address being 3037 Butterworth Road,
Murray, KY 42071 and being more particularly described as follows:
Tract I:
Part of the Northwest Quarter of Section 14, Township 2, Range 3, East
Beginning at a stake in the Southeast corner of a 20 7 acre tract corner to Cottle
Adams, and a public road; thence; west with Codie Adams 16 poles to a stake;
thence; North 10 poles to a stake; thence; East 16 poles to a stake at a road;
thence; South with said road 10 poles to the point of beginning, containing one
acre.
Tract II:
Beginning at the Northeast corner of the property described in Bobby Wilson's
deed recorded in Deed Book 112. Page 565: thence: in a northwest direction
approximately 261 feet to a stake; this line passes through the center of a well
which is located one-half on W E Perry's property and one-half on the Grantor's
property); thence: in a southeasterly direction 14 feet to a stake, which also is the
present Northwest corner on the Bobby Wilson property as shown in Deed Book
112, Page 565; thence; in Northeasterly direction 16 rods to the point of beginning
The land herein conveyed lies in the shape of a triangle which converges to a pin
on the gravel road which is also the point of beginning of this conveyance
Grantors herein further convey unto the Grantees all of their right, title and
interest in and to a water well located on the line of this property and by acceptance of said right Grantees agree to assume their prorate share of the expenses of
said well
Ashley Willis and Vanessa D Bucy obtained title by virtue of a deed from Ryan
Mullins. et ux., dated September dated September 19, 2003, from Ryan Mullins,
et ux, of record in Deed Book 514, Page 367, in the office of the Clerk of Calloway
County, Kentucky

NOTICE OF SALE

MICHAEL ADAM HALEY, and
AMBER R. HALEY, his wife,

Beginning at the southeast intersection of Sycamore and Ninth Streets; thence
south 4 degrees east and along the easterly property line of Ninth Street for a
distance of 109 feet; thence north 86 degrees 48 minutes east for a distance of
83 feet; thence north 4 degrees 00 minutes west for a distance of 109 feet to a
point on the southerly property line of Sycamore Street; thence south 86 degrees
48 minutes west and along the southerly property line of Sycamore Street for a
distance of 83 feet to the point of beginning.
ALSO: Beginning at a point on the southerly property line of Sycamore Street,
said beginning point being north 86 degrees 48 minutes east and 83 feet from
the southeast intersection of 9th Street and Sycamore Street; thence running
south 4 degrees east, and with the east boundary line of the property this day
conveyed to Grantee by Carl C. Lancaster, and others, for a distance of 109 feet;
thence north 86 degrees 48 minutes east for a distance of 66 feet; thence north
4 degrees west for a distance of 109 feet to a point on the southerly property line
of Sycamore Street; thence south 86 degrees 48 minutes west and along the
southerly property line of Sycamore Street for a distance of 66 feet to the point
of beginning: together with all rights, reversionary or otherwise, in the abutting
highways, streets and alleys
Being that property conveyed to the Defendants by deed from Max Arnold &
Sons, LLC, of record at deed book 718, page 227. Clerk's Office of the Callowai,
County Court.

The aforementioned property shall be sold on a cash or credit basis of thirty days,
but if sold on a credit of 30 days, the purchaser shall be required to deposit with
the Commissioner ten percent(10%)of the bid amount, and to make bond with
sufficient surety to secure payment of the remainder of the purchase price, said
bond, bearing interest at 12% per annum from the date of sale until paid, and
fully due and payable in thirty days. A lien shall be retained on the property as
additional security All delinquent taxes shall be ascertained and paid, but the
property shall be sold subject to the 2011 ad valorem taxes

The aforementioned property shall be sold on a cash or credit basis of thirty
days, but if sold on a credit of 30 days, the purchaser shall be required to deposit
with the Commissioner ten percent (10%)of the bid amount, and to make bond
with sufficient surety to secure payment of the remainder of the purchase price,
said bond, bearing interest at 12% per annum from the date of sale until paid,
and fully due and payable in thirty days_ A lien shall be retained on the property as additional security All delinquent taxes shall be ascertained and paid, but
the property shall be mold subject to the 2011 ad valorem taxes

This 2nd day of June, 2011
Respectfully submitted,
MAX W. PARKER
Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court

This 25th day of May, 2011
Respectfully submitted,
MAX W. PARKER
Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court

Antiques • Furniture • iforc
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Lost and Found

Free Pallets
Loading Dock of
Murray Ledger & Times

JUST give us a call,
we'll be glad to help,
Your loved one we'll
try to find.
'Cause we all have
Furry or Feathered
Friends Here at the
Ledger & Times.

Call 753-1916

ciaim

103 N.3rd St. • Murray', 10
(270) 761-5814

Licensed cosMetolo
gist wanted. With benefits. 753-5042
020
Notice

GET THIS 1X1
AD FOR ONLY
$75.00 PER
MONTH
CALL 753-1916

get him a subscription to the
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THE BOOK
RACK
519 9 12th St.
Trade and Sell
Used Books
Mon.-Fri 9:30-5:00
Sat. 9:30-4100

I
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rent
for
Billboard
between Hazel and
Murray. $200.00/mo.
270-492-8211.
Key l'ires has closed
our tire shop and leased
the building to
Hernandez Used Tires,
which is not affiliated
with Key Auto Parts or
Tires. Key Auto Parts
will continue to honor
tire rotation and
balance for the life of
your tires ONLY with a
valid receipt.
We appreciate your
business! Feel free to
contact Jerry Key at
270-293-1211
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Money Order

$96.00
.4145.00

Visa

MX
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I St. Address_

a

City
Zip

I State
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Love, Sherry tie Chrtstcyher
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DEFENDANTS

By virtue of a Judgment and Order of Sale entered by the Calloway Circuit
Court on November 22, 2010, in the above cause, to satisfy the Judgment of the
Plaintiff in the approximate amount of $40,324.18, plus interest, I shall proceed
to offer for sale at the Courthouse door in the City of Murray, Calloway County,
Kentucky, to the highest bidder, at public auction on Friday, June 17, 2011, at
the hour of 10:00 a.m., local time, or thereabout, the following described property
located in Calloway County, Kentucky, with its address being 811 Sycamore
Street, Murray, KY 42071, and being more particularly described as follows:
All that certain tract or parcel of land and premises hereinafter particularly
described situated and lying and being in the City of Murray, County of
Calloway, and State of Kentucky:

q-(ayy Birthday 1
Lisa Noir Demaresr

THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur.
Readers using this
information do so at
their own risk. Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be repulable, The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activities.

Warner and unit 8- rented to Debbie Warner

U.S.BANK, NATIONAL ASSOCIATION.

ASHLEY WILLIS, VANESSA D. BUCY,
UNKNOWN DEFENDANT,SPOUSE OF
ASHLEY WILLIS, AND UNKNOWN DEFENDANT,
SPOUSE OF VANESSA D. BUCY,

THE CLOSET
DOOR

A report can be mailed to you upon request

possession of all items stored in this unit. A sale

KENTUCKY HOUSING CORPORATION.
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Legal
Nonce

Legal
Notice

This 25th day of May, 2011.
Respectfully submitted,
MAX W. PARKER
Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court

COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
COURT OF JUSTICE
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
Civil Action No. 10-CI-00173

VS.

• AND

010

010

BRANCH BANKING AND TRUST COMPANY,

Oki

WA/

reject or edit any subntot.
/NOW: 41.14
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COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
COURT OF JUSTICE
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
Civil Action No. 11-C1-00038

KENTUCKY HOUSING CORPORATION,
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COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
COURT OF JUSTICE
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
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COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
COURT OF JUSTICE
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
Civil Action No. OCI-00589

ADVERTISING SALES

REGIONS BANK,
PLAINTIFF,
NOTICE OF SALE

VS

PATTIE MONTGOMERY,ADMINISTRATRA AND
HEIR TO THE ESTATE OF JERRY LEE MONTGOMERY,
JERRY LYN MONTGOMERY,SHARON RENEE DUNCAN.
MICHAEL G. MONTGOMERY, RANDY L. MONTGOMERY,
KAREN MONTGOMERY.SPOUSE OF JERRY LYNN
MONTGOMERY,ALVIN DUNCAN,SPOUSE OF
SHARON RENEE DUNCAN,TAMMY MONTGOMERY,
SPOUSE OF MICHAEL G. MONTGOMERY,BRENDA
MONTGOMERY,SPOUSE OF RANDY L. MONTGOMERY,AND
ALL UNKNOWN OCCUPANTS AND/OR TENANTS OF THE
SUBJECT REAL ESTATE,2313 BACKUSBURG RD.,
DEFENDANTS.
KIRICSEY, KY 42054,
By virtue of an In Rem Judgment and Order of Sale entered by the Calloway
Circuit Court on April 25, 2011, In the above cause, to satisfy the Judgment of
the Plaintiff in the approximate amount of $63,175 49, plus Interest, I shall proceed to offer for sale at the Courthouse door in the City of Murray, Calloway
County, Kentucky, to the highest bidder, at public auction on Friday. June 17,
2011, at the hour of 10:00 a.m., local time, or thereabout, the following described
property located in Calloway County, Kentucky, with its address being 2313
Backusburg Road, Kirksey, KY 42054 )Tax ID.011-0-0019-A) and being more particularly described as follows:
Beginning at the Southeast corner of a 53-acre tract in Section 28, Township 3
Range 2, East, thence West with WA Erwin's line 439 feet to a stake; thence,
North 440 feet to a stake at the Backusburg Public Road; thence, East with said
Road 439 Feet to a stake in the property line of Dale nicker: thence, South with
his line 234 feet to the point of beginning.
Being the same property conveyed to Jerry L Montgomery, and wife, Rachel
Montgomery, by deed from Warner R. Diggs, et ox., dated January 14, 1984, of
record in Book 165, Page 952, in the office of the Clerk of the Calloway County
Court.
The aforementioned property shall be sold on a cash or credit basis of thirty days.
but if sold on a credit of 30 days, the purchaser shall be required to deposit with
the Commissioner ten percent(10%i of the bid amount, and to make bond with
sufficient surety to secure payment of the remainder of the purchase price, said
bond, bearing interest at 12% per annum from the date of sale until paid, and
fully due and payable in thirty days. A lien shall be retained on the property as
additional security. All delinquent taxes shall be ascertained and paid, but the
property shall be sold subject to the 2011 ad valorem taxes
This 25th day of May, 2011.
Respectfully submitted,
MAX W PARKER
Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court

COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
COURT OF JUSTICE
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
Civil Action No. OCI-00010

PLAINTIFF,

BRANCH BANKING AND TRUST COMPANY.
VS.

NOTICE OF SALE
DEFENDANTS

PAULA COOK MCCLAIN

By virtue of an In Rem Judgment and Order of Sale entered by the Calloway
Circuit Court on May 9. 2011, in the above cause, to satisfy the Judgment of the
Plaintiff in the approximate amount of $225,254.79, plus interest. I shall proceed to offer for sale at the Courthouse door in the City of Murray, Calloway
County, Kentucky, to the highest bidder, at public auction on Friday. July 1,
2011, at the hour of 10:00 a.m., local time, or thereabout, the following described
property located in Calloway County, Kentucky, with its address being 506
Robertson Road South, Murray, KY 42071 and being more particularly described
as follows:
Lot No. 5 and 6 in Block A of the Preston Heights Subdivision as shown on plat
of record in Plat Book 4, Page 75, in the Calloway County Court Clerk's Office.
The above-described property is sold subject to the restrictions as set forth in the
aforesaid office in Book 150, Page 2738 and amended restrictions for Lots 4-17 in
Block A of record in Book 167, Page 362, specifically referred to in this conveyance as if same were written herein in full. The above-described property is
further sold subject to all easements. right-of-ways and plat notes shown on Plat
Book 4, Page 75, in the Calloway County Court Clerk's Office
Being the same property conveyed to Paula Cook McClain, a single person, by
quitclaim deed from Daryl Lee McClain, dated July 9, 2010, of record in Book
838, Page 15, in the office of the Calloway County Court Clerk.
The aforementioned property shall be sold on a cash or credit basis of thirty
days, but if sold on a credit of 30 days, the purchaser shall be required to deposit
with the Commissioner ten percent (10%)of the bid amount, and to make bond
with sufficient surety to secure payment of the remainder of the purchase price,
said bond, bearing interest at 12% per annum from the date of sale until paid,
and fully due and payable in thirty days. A lien shall be retained on the property as additional security. All delinquent taxes shall he ascertained and paid, but
the property shall be sold subject to the 2011 ad valorem taxes
This 2nd day of June, 2011.
Respectfully submitted,
MAX W PARKER
Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court

NOTICE OF SALE OF BONDS
MURRAY STATE UNIVERSITY
GENERAL RECEIPTS BONDS, 2011 SERIES A.
SERIES B AND SERIES C
The Vice President for Finance and Administrative
Services of Murray State University, Murray,
Kentucky (the "University") will until June
22,2011, at 11:00 AM,CT, receive in the Office of
the Vice President for Finance and Administrative
Services. Sparks Hall, Room 322, Murray,
Kentucky 42071 bids on approximately 87,695,000
of the University's General Receipts Bonds, 2011
Series A (the "Series A Bonds"), $4,715,000
of the University's General Receipts Refunding
Bonds, 2011 Series B (the "Series B Bonds") and
$15,585,000 of the University's General Receipts
Refunding Bonds, 2011 Series C(the "Series C
Bonds"), maturing on September 1 in the years
2011 through 2031. Electronic bids may be
submitted via BiDCOMP TM/ PARITY TM, in the
manner described below. Minimum bids are as follows for the Series A Bonds - $7,541,100(98% of
par); for the Series B Bonds - $4,667,850 199% of
par); and for the Series C Bonds - $15,351,225
(98.5% of par). Legal opinion by Peck, Shaffer &
Williams LLP. Covington, Kentucky. Good faith
deposit is 2% of the par amount of Bonds awarded.
Bid Forms, Official Terms and Conditions of Bond
Sale, and a Preliminary Official Statement in a
form deemed to be "near final" by the Board of
Regents of the University may be obtained from
the Financial Advisor, J.J.B. Hilliard, WI- Lyons,
Inc., 500 West Jefferson Street, Louisville,
Kentucky 40262-1517,(502) 588-8639(Mr. Greg
Phillips). For further information about

BiDCOMP TM PARITY TM potential bidders may
contact the Financial Advisor or Dalcomp at 40
West 23rd Street, 5th Floor, New York. NY
10010, te1:1212) 404-8102. Right to reject bids and
to waive defects or informalities is expressly
reserved.
/s/ Thomas W Denton
Vane President for Finance and Administrative
Services. Murray State
Kentucky University

060
Help Wooled

PECO

Holp Wattled
111:3
JOIN the Jasmine's
Familyi Now hiring
assistant manager, and
servers. Must be 21
years old.
Apply in person.
270-761-THAI.

The Murray Ledger & Times is currently
accepting resumes for energetic, outgoing individual for Advertising Sales Representative.
Responsibilities for this position include servicing established accounts, developing advertising plans and developing new accounts in
Murray and surrounding areas. You must enjoy
working with the public and be self-motivated.
Prior sales experience is required. Degree in
Advertising. Marketing, or Public Relations
preferred, but not required. Salary will be
based on education and sales experience.
Paid holidays and vacation, health and dental
plans, salary plus commission, art all part ot
an excellent benefit package.

Advertising Sales Position
Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040-Z
Murray, KY 42071
An Equal Opportunity Employer

BRIGGS & STRATTON
Briggs & Stratton is the world's largest manufacturer of air cooled engines and is seeking a
Manufacturing Technician for 2nd shift.
Applicants must meet the following minimum
qualifications for eligibility:
*Prefer technical expenence in a manufacturing
environment
•As may be required, forklift driver skill and certification
•Ability to perform occasional to frequent lifting
up to 75 pounds and perform occasional bending, climbing, crawling, kneeling and reaching
•Ability to stand and/or walk constantly over a
full work shift and work at heights of 15 feet or
more
•Must have good team, interpersonal & communication skills, able to work with diverse groups
of people showing leadership capabilities
'Must be self-motivated and show an initiative
to complete tasks
*Willing to work a flexible schedule including
some overtime
•Successful completion of drug screen and
background check
Manufacturing Technician job will consist of the
following responsibilities:
'Perform all duties associated with the set up of
a variety of production equipment and related to
produce quality parts
'Responsible for statistical process control
(SPC)charting interpretation and trend-analysis
•Perform process/equipment adjustments to
bring parts into specifications
*Coordinate line changeovers according to production schedule
•Responsible for venfying parts meet print
specifications
•Coordinate direct labor staffing on the line
according to requirements, and assign operators to best utilize labor and achieve proper line
balancing
•Perform a limited amount of machine shop
fabrication and repairs
•Perform troubleshooting on, and repairs to a
variety of production equipment, including electrical, plumbing, machine repair, hydraulics, etc.
*Perform a moderate level or root cause
analysis
*Assist Technicians on more complex and
involved work
*Instruct, train and communicate requirements
for operations, production, safety, and quality
•Can fill in for and perform some duties associated with team leader during his/her absence
*Perform miscellaneous duties as assigned
It is essential the employee reports to work on
time on scheduled workdays, maintains good
work attendance, and work-scheduled mandatory overtime hours.

Help Wanted
Our Owner Operator
Fleet is Growing...

Starting salary ranges from $13.50 - $15.70
(entry level) up to $18.95 hourly, dependent
on education and experience.

Join Om *am!
•immilase and 1451

Old Country Store

1:411r

(800) 331.3725
(915) 892-4667

Hiring for all positions
Must be available to work
nights & weekends.
Apply in person at Cracker Barrel.

DISCLAIMER

Lake Way Nursing and Rehab Center is

When accessing the
-help wanted" section
on our classifieds
webpage at
murrayledger.com.
you will be redirected
to jobnetwork.com.
By default,
Murray and local job
listings will appear on

currently accepting applications for the

this website.
However, as a national

website, not all listings
on the jobnetworlc corn
are placed through
the Murray Ledger
& limes. Please call
us if you have any
questions regarding
the Murray area
job listings Thank you

Lake area convenience
store. Must be honest,
reliable, mature, and
able to work weekends.
Leave info. at
270-293-9284

following position: RN Afternoon shift FullTime. We otter competitive wages and an
excellent benefit package. Must be licensed in
the State of Kentucky. Apply in person at Lake
Way Nursing & Rehab Center 2607 Main
Street Hwy 641 5 Benton, KY 42025 EOE/AAE
NO PHONE CALLS PLEASE

060
Help Wanted
Operating room scrub
ech needed for Ky.
Lake Surgery Center in
Paris.TN. No call,
weekends, or holidays
Apply in person or call
Traci 731-644-2150

Care giver will work
part time or as needed
elderly
for
References. 759-2179

SUBSCRIBE

Calloway Garden
Essex Downs
Apartments

ze n ts
24/7 Surveillance
Climate Control
Electricity

1505 Diuguid Drive
I BR & 2BR Apts
270-753-8556
TDD 1-800-545•1833
Ext. 2E3

812 Whitnell Ave.

753-3653

Equal opportunity

Rentals
GARLAND
presently has two bed
room apartments available. Call for your
today.
appointment
270-753-2905..

MOM COMPUTERS
Service/Sales
Repairs/Upgrades
759.3556
140
Want to Buy

GARLAND
RENTAL
if you've got it, we can store it

NOW LEASING
1, 2 & 3bedroom Apts.
We accept Section
8 vouchers
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts.
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday, Friday.
Phone 759-4984.
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD #1-800-648-6056

Buying & Selling
old U.S. Coins,
Collections &
Currency Silver
dollars, halves,
quarters, dimes,
gold coins, proof
sets & mints sets.
Randy Brandon
293-6999

For all your storage convenience
Choose from our 3 locations:
• Murray Store & Lock - 1611 N. 12th St
• MBC Storage - 1900 N 12th St.
Lights, Electricity, and 24/7 Surveillance
• Garland Rental Boat & Mini Storage - Hwy 94E
All sizes available, call today
to reserve your storage unit

270-753-2905

Quiet apartment in
Lynn Grove area. All
utilities paid . $600/mo
plus deposit.
270-492-8211

Want to buy 3BR. 2BA
in Calloway County.
270-873-9494
Want to buy running
and non-running cars
and trucks. KEY AUTO
PARTS 759-9694
WANTED: junk car &
truck batteries. Top
prices paid.
(270)759-9694

Yard Sale
ART & CRAFT SUPPLY SALE
806B CHESTNUT
(BEHIND BAD BOB'S BAR-B-0)
FRIDAY 6/17 8AM-4PM
SATURDAY 6/18 8AM-2PM

Houses FOf Rent
129, 3rd Street, Almo.
New windows, new
c/h/a. 3BR, IBA. 1
year. Tenant supplies
appliances •
$650.00+deposit. 310279-3327.
n8noz aol.com
3BR, 1.5BA, appliances, fenced in backyard, North 20th St.
270-293-1847,
279-435-4390
3BR, 1BA house. 204
S. 15th. $650/mo plus
deposit. No pets.
753-1718

150
Articles
For Sale
2 burial plots in Murray
Memorial Gardens lot
C 3&4 in Garden of
Everlasting Life sec. 4
731-363$600.00.
5443
Band sawn cypress
lumber. 1x4 through
1x12, 8' long through
16' long. KT&L Timber
company. Greenfield,
TN. 731-235-3858
office.
731-571-3499 cell.

Projector, easels, books, many instumental
tapes by famous artists, paints (oil, watercolor.

YOU WILL NOT WANT TO MISS THIS SALE,'
Murray Ledger & limes Fair
Housing Ad Notice
All real estate advertised herein
is subect to the Federal Fair
flousing Act, which makes it
illegal to advertise any preference, limitation or discnminahon based on race. color, fellcon, es, handicap, familial status or nahonal origin, or intention to make arc such preferences. imitators or discnminastate laws forbid discrimination
in the sale, rental or advertising
of real estate based on factors in
addition to those protected
under federal Law

G&C

We will knowinglY accept am
adserhsing tor real estate which
is not in violation of the law. All
persons are hereby informed
diet all dwellings advertised an
available on an equal opportunity basis,
For further assistance with Fair
Housing Advertising requirements. contact NAA Counsel
Rene P
''111418-10(X).

KEY MINI
WAREHOUSES

0.34.1101G
0•1.1,1•1,411,1r

1112gke Property
[

Corner of 121%. IL Glendale.
Haw $2.5 10115 $40
(2701 436-2524
(2701 293-6906
PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
'Inside climate control
storage
"Security alarmed
*Safe & clean
*We sell boxes!
•We rent U-Hauls.
753-9600.

WARD-ELKINS

o05 E South 12th St

(270) 753-1713

[

2001 16x60 Fleetwood.
2BR, 1BA Must be
moved. Call 293-0620
2006 Clayton 16x80,
38R, 2BA, vinyl siding.
Like new.
270-489-2525
'69 Melody 12x62.
pole
C/H/A, utility
included. $3500.
270-227-1164
270-227-6506
280
Mobile Homes For Rent
NICE 2 bedroom, no
pets. 753-9866
320
Apartments For Rent
1 OR 2br apts. near
Murray.
downtown
Lease and deposit
required. 753-4109.
1BR, price reduced,
locations.
various
Coleman RE
753-9898.
1BR, IBA Apt. starting
at $295.00. 2BR, 1BA
Townhouse starting at
$475.00. Call Hamlet
North Apartments. 270753-7559
HAZEL Apartments
Now taking applications for 1 & 2BR units.
Rent based on income.
impairment
Mobility
Phone:
accessible.
&
492-8721. Mon
Thurs
10-12pm. TDD No.
1-800-648-6056. Equal
Housing Opportunity.

REDUCED 2.5 story
house on 7 acres with
barn. With picturesque
view. East of town.
Make offer. 293-7252.

3
Sine
Res., C
License.

All jobs -

753
ww.

. 11

436-5141
ABLE Ha
out garaii
junk & Ire.
A-1 Lamb'
Profession
Service In •
753-TREE
ADAMS H
Improve •
Additions,
Roofing,
Laminate
Repairs, w
Insured.
227-2617.
ALL CAR •
CONSTR
Framing, a
decks, moi
repair, wat:
and more.
Larry Nim
227-0587

For Sale Or Leese
1E21

FOR LEASE: METAL
Building located at 406
Circle,
Sunberry
Murray. 40'x88'. 10'
walls. 3 overhead
doors. Can be used as
two shops. Call Carlos
Black at 436-2935
Commerical Prop. For Rent
2 Bay shop & office
area
traffic
High
$750/mo. 978-3182.
RETAIL Store in Hazel.
+/-.
SF
5000
$750.00/month.
270-492-8211

DOG Obedience
(270)436-2858.
Shih-tzu puppies
Male/female CKC
shots, wormed.
$300.00 & $400.00
270-804-8103
evenings
390
Livestock & Supplies
Alfalfa Hay.752-0227

NEWLY Built
VACATION
LAKE
HOME On 1.71 acres
only $97,500
New designer ready
1,952 SF vacation
home w/ private access
acre
to
160,000
Kentucky Lake. Walk to
Marina! BONUS: FREE
Boat Slips! Located in
lakefront
desirable
community w/ recreation center. infinityedge pool & 150 acre
preserve.
nature
financing.
Excellent
Must see. Call now 1800-704-3154. x.3674

440
Lots For Sale
Lot and a half for sale
with trees. Perfect for
basement.
walkout
1414 Oakhill Dr. Call
978-0876 or 759-5469.

Homes For Sale
Beautiful brick home
2.000sqft. 38R, 2BA, 2
car garage, carport.
3acres, lake, 4MI to
Murray. $249,000.00.
731-247-6193

New 2-4
Bedroom homes in
Riverfield Estates.
SBG Real Property
Professionals
293-7872
NEW Listing
3BR. 2BA
Energy Efficient
270-210-3781
270-559-2032

HOLLAND
MOTOR SALES
We Finance

500

1500 Dodge Ram. '94
4WD, rough body, runs
good $1500.
270-227-1164
270-227-6506
Boats & Motors
Boat dock. 1 slip,
4,500lb lift, $8,000
0.8.0. (270)436-6126
MAKE OFFER
Old town 16' fiberglass
canoe with trailer.
Excellent condition.
Includes trolling motor
with battery, extra
seats with backs, Old
town paddles, life jackets, fish finder, and
anchor.
753-5595
Chaparral.
1996
1930ss
Model#
ski/pleasure boat. 19'.
Mercury
250HP
engine- new in 2004,
wake board tower, trailer, excellent condition.
$6,950. (Below NADA
book value) includes
new wake board &
safety equipment.
270-339-0778

One order,
One smart
time and
making on
place a 25
lied in 70
newspaper
$250. For
mation, co
classified •
of this new
call KPS 18821

Pole Barns
1-Walkdoo
End Slider.
Installed, 2.
12X8 End '
Walkdoor,
Installed, 1
2366, www
buildings.c.
BUSINESS
VICES
DISH Netw,
more for le•
Packages s
$24.99/ mo
Channels I
FREE HD
Free BLOC
movies for
1-866-240DIVORCE
out CHILD'
Includes
change and
property se
documents.
RUPTCY $1
$49. Crimin.
Expungeme
Power of A
Call 1-88824/7
EOUIPMEN
SALE
SawmillsChainsaw-'
SALE- Cull
dimension,.
MAKE MON
SAVE MON:
stock, ready

FE

Services Offered

itCnigitt's
Floor

Carpet &
Covering
You can count on the
most experienced
in West Ky.
403 Tom Taylor Trail

753-7728
ALL GREEN LAWN
CARE. Local, Reliable,
and affordable. Free
estimates.
270-293-7220

FALWELL ESTATES
WANTED to buy or rent
3 or more BR, 2 o
more BA. 1 or more GR
, Bnck, in or near town.
Retired couple. No
realtors please.
293-6664

ANNOU

BUILDING'

Used Trucks

J&L RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE
720 S.4TH ST.

LARGE
SELECTION
USED APPLIANCES

remodeled
Newly
2BA.
kitchen,
1470SOFT. Big fenced
yard, close to city limits. 1 car garage. 225
Applewood Rd.,
Murray. 573-760-4633

hollandmotorsales com
270-753-4461

1850 St. Rt, 121S
Murray. KY 42071
270-753-5562

Electric stove $75
270-227-1164
270-227-6506

H

All at reduced prices. New & used items.

STORAGE and
PROPANE
119 E. Main
(270) 753-6266
Cell: (270) 293-4183
9 a.m. - 4 p.m. M-F

Appliances

.25 Ye
.13

wood pieces, lots of other art and craft items.

A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668

CHRISTOPHER'S
COINS
at
bargainshas
Trends-N-Treasures.
coins.
Buy/appraise
270-753-4161

• Gri

& acrylic), canvas, brushes, watercolor paper,

360
Storage Rentals

(2
lot
Cemetery
spaces) in Murray
Gardens,
Memorial
3223 Hwy 641 N., lot
44. block B, section 1,
Garden of Chrstus.
Contact
Harold Howard,
Memphis (901-388or
2165
hhoward1 comcast.
net

270

530

Nice 2BR duplex with
appliances. No pets.
227-7414

ANTIQUES, Call Larry
753-3633
GOOD used air conditioner, stove, refrigerator, electric & gas
heater, storm windows
753-4109

Nlurra

NEON BEACH
MINI STORAGE

lit Full Mo. Rent Free

Computers

270

Als t. •

Danny Herman
Trucking Inc.

DEPENDABLE college
student available for
babysitting- Any hours
in the summer includnight
ing
over
Availability will change
when school starts in
Fall. Speaks Spanish,
270-227-8774

Mobile Homes For Sale

•1110FIC/10%Pseud Om
•limillmelbe
• CSACeliblillawleiplis

s
Dr
nntIL.nm..

Murray Ledger & Times

• Various lot sizes
available
• Underground city utilities

(270) 753-9250
Robertson Rd. South

Special
FRAN
than one m
i gnated
Assistance
Emergenc
Agency
Commonw
have appro
million
Kentucky
the severe s
flooding fri
20. Approv:
to assist re...
their dama
uninsured $
find tempo
ing the disa
Individu,
able in 21
Ballard, Bo
Crittenden,
Graves, H

er & Times

CLASSIFIEDS

Murray Ledger & Times

GARAGE
BUILDERS

530
Services Offered
COREY HUIE

Ram
270-522-1820 or 270-350-5495

CONTRACTING

•Garages or Pole Barns
• Garage Door Sales and Service

ROOFING
SIDING

•Metal Roofs 'Decks
.•25 Years Experience 'Free Estimates
•Bobcat and Trackhoe Service

WINDOWS
(270) 293-9858
Custom
bulldozer
work
Demolition, ponds dug,
lots leveled & cleared
Free estimates
270-227-0906

Services Offered

E ect c

Fore it"
tience
Dns:
I 12th St
ath St
rveillance
ge - Hwy 94E
day
mut

5

le
SALE
AR-B-0)
PM
-2PM
nstumental
I, watercolor,

Since 1986
Res.. Corn., & Ind.
Licensed & Insured
All jobs - big or small

753-9562
436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling. Clean
out garages, gutters.
junk & tree work.
A-1 Lamb's
Professional Tree
Service Insured
753-TREE (8733)
ADAMS Home
Improvement
Additions. Remodeling,
Roofing, Vinyl Siding,
Laminate
Floors,
Repairs, workers comp
Insured.
227-2617.
ALL CARPENTRY
CONSTRUCTION
Framing, additions,
decks, mobile horrt
repair, water damage
and more.
Larry Nimmo 753-2353
227-0587

Wednesday, June 15, 2011 •3B

ANDRUS Excavating
and Septic Systems.
Dozer, back hoe, and
track
hoe
work.
Installation and repair
on septic systems.
Now offering septic
tank pumping. Major
credit cards accepted.
978-0404

From Drywall &
Painting to
Bathrooms &
Kitchens
Decks to Fencing
We Do It All!
No Job To Small'
270-873-9916
visit our website
kentuckylake
remedeling.com
FREE ESTIMATES

APPLIANCE REPAIR
SERVICE & PARTS
(270) 293-8726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren

EDWARDS
PLUMBING
Plumbing Repair
& Service
No Job Too Small
FREE ESTIMATES
Licensed & Insured
270-906-2072
270-293-5509
David K Edwards

TRAVIS
ASPHALT
Pa% jag. ticalcoating
& Hauling
TON I' THAI IS

270-753-2279
HOMETOWN
TREE SERVICE
Insured Reliable
& Dependable
Free Estimmi
Free Stump Re,
Cell 270-293-1.
Home 270-437-3, •

LEARN TO FLY
in Murray
Professional Flight
Instruction
+light Review
•Discovery Flight

(270)873-2098
(270)925-5387

Odd Jutys Hepaus
Home. Auto
Carpentry.
Mobile We.....
ards. Trim
.
Much More
No Job Too Small

HILL SEPTIC
PUMPING
EXCAVATION
& TRUCKING
MI Your Septa tints
Installation
& Repair
Dirt, Gravel,
White Rock,
Sand, & Mulch
(270)293-8686

6" Continuous Gutters
Garage Door Sales
& Maintenance

KEY ROOFING,

Owner
Greg Mansfield

(270) 293-8480
HALL'S WASTE
MANAGEMENT
• weekly & spc . pickups
• locally owned/operated
759-1151 • 293-2783
293-2784
ML Garage Doors.
Installation,
repair,
maintenance on doors
and operators.
270-293-2357

SUDOKU
Conceptis Suckiku

I.)a‘e Green

7 29
7
18

Jacob
270-978-0278

FRAME'S TREE
SERVICE 8
DEBRIS REMOVAL
.24 Hour
Emergency Service
*Locally owned
*Licensed & Insured
Ron Frame
(270) 227-3140
(270) 474-0323

YEARRY'S
Tree
Service. Free estimates. Phone
436-2562, 227-0267

tcolor paper,

Handyman Work

Sudcku is a number-placing puzzle based on a 9x9 grid vati
several green numbers The oblect Clo place the numbers I to 9
W) the empty squares so that eam row. each column and each
3x3 box contains the same number only once The difficulty level
ot the Concepies Sudoku increases from Monday to Sunday

5
92

Answer to previous puzzle

28
5 39
1 4 7

6

7
9

7 8 5 2 6 3 1 9 4
9 1 4 5 8 7 6 3 2
3 6 2 1 4 9 7 8 5
4 7 3 6 1 2 915 8 z
2 9 1 8 7 5 4 6 3

8 5 4
2 6 3
3
1
1
4
2 965 1

85
,•••••

red items.
ANNOUNCEMENTS
One order. One check,
One smart move! Save
time and money by
making one call to
place a 25-word classified in 70 Kentucky
newspapers for only
$250. For more information, contact the
classified department
of this newspaper or
call KPS 1-502-2238821
BUILDINGS

Ised Cars

LLAND
R SALES
Finance
otorsales com
-753-4461

red Trucks

dge Ram. '94
igh body. runs
500.
1164
6506

Is &Motors

ick. 1 slip,
lift, $8,000
!70)436-6126
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:h trailer.
condition.
ironing motor
try, extra
backs, Old
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Chaparral.
1930ss
ire boat, 19',
Mercury
iew in 2004,
rd tower, trailent condition.
Below NADA
ue) includes
re board &
Jipment.
)778

:es Offered

Services 011ored

Sorvices Offered

MICKEY WILSON
DEVELOPMENT

(270)703-0978
(270) 205-6063

David's Home
Improvement
LLC

Big
or Ion small'
••\ci% I Ionic.
Rt.modeling
Ltivii•rif & Iiistin
lI t%(Irk (411.11.1W..
\o 116 14141

Mitchells Lawn &
Landscaping
Start to Finish
Tractor Work, Drive
Ways, Garden
Breaking. Bush
i.gging, New Lawn
Installation, &
Mowing
227-0906
Free Estimates

MILLS & SON
PRESSURE
WASHING

Floor

:ering
!aunt on the
perieneed
Vest Ky.
Taylor Trail

-7728

Pole Barns- 30X54X10
1-Walkdoor, 1-15X9
End Slider, $10,389
Installed; 24X40X9 112X8 End Slider 1Walkdoor, $7,689
Installed. 1-800-9872366. www.tradonbuildings.com.

Airlines Are HiringTram for high paying
Aviation Career. FAA
approved program.
Financial aid if qualified. Job placement
assistance. CALL
Aviation Institute of
Maintenance 888-2072053
ALLIED HEALTH
Career TrainingAttend College 10000
online. Job placement
assistance. Computer
available. Financial Aid
if qualified. SCHEV
certified. Call 800-4819409
www.CenturaOnline.co

BUSINESS SERVICES
DISH Network delivers
more for less!
Packages starting at
$24.99/ mo. Local
Channels Included!
FREE HD FOR LIFE!
Free BLOCKBUSTER
movies for 3 months.
1-866-240-3844
DIVORCE with or without CHILDREN $149.
Includes FREE name
change and marital
property settlement
documents. BANKRUPTCY $125. Wills
$49. Criminal
Expungements $49.
Power of Attorney $39.
Call 1-888-789-0198-24r7

ATTEND COLLEGE
ONLINE from Home
*Medical. *Business.
•Paralegal.
*Accounting, *Criminal
Justice. Job placement
assistahce. Computer
available. Financial Aid
if qualified. Call 866460-9765
www.CenturaOnline.co

REAL ESTATE

EQUIPMENT FOR
SALE

DEVELOPER
FORCED LIQUIDATION Smoky Mountain
TN. Lake Condos &
Lots Priced @
Foreclosure/ Short
sale! Up to 100%
Financing/ 5% interest.
2Acre Lake Lot
w/dock, $19,900
(866)434-8969 ext105

Sawmills- Band/
Chainsaw- SPRING
SALE- Cut lumber any
dimension, anytime.
MAKE MONEY and
SAVE MONEY in
stock, ready to ship.

Newly Built! Lake
Vacation Home on
1.71 acres only
$97,500. Designer
ready 1952' vacation
home. Enjoy private
access to 160,000

(731) 394-2782

Will Do Insurance Work
Visa & MasterCard Accepted

CHASE Futrell LawnCare. 8yrs. exp.
293-8814

731-247-5422
270-293-2643

yrs ex:
(270)227-6160

(270)759-0501

Need help
Promoting your Business?
Call us we will be glad to help.

II

I

i I

I

TRUCK DRIVERS
HELP WANTED
$1000- $1250- $1500
Sign-On Bonuses.
Hiring Over the Road
Drivers, Van, Flatbed,
Refrigerated
Openings. Call Roehl
1-888-867-6345
AA/EOE.
25 New Driver
Trainees Needed!
Learn to drive for TMC
Transportation! Earn
$750 per week! No
experience needed!
Local CDL Training!
Job ready in 3 weeks!
1-877-243-1812.
ACT NOW! DRIVER
TRAINEES NEEDED
FOR ROEHL. No
Experience needed.
Train in 16 days at
Truck America
Training. 1st year avg.
$38,000 Tuition
Financing Available
(502)955-6388 or
(866)244-3644
ATTENTION DRIVERS: Earn $.40 per
loaded mile plus Tarp
and other fees. ClassA CDL Required. Local
and Regional flatbed
to choose from. WVT
877-SCHILLI.
www.wytonline.com
CALL NOW!
International Truck
Driving School/ BIH
Trucking Company
Now taking Students!
No CDL, No problem!
STATE WIA PROGRAM if qualified, or

Financing available
888-780-5539

OTR, Regional &
Dedicated Runs. Up to
50c per mile. Class-A
CDL & Hazmat Req'd.
800-942-2104. Ext.
7307 or 7308
www.totalms.com

CDL TrainingCAREER CENTRAL.
NO MONEY DOWN
CDL Training. Work for
us or let us work for
you! Unbeatable
Career Opportunities.
*Trainee *Company
Driver *Lease Operator
Earn up to S51k
•Lease Trainers Earn
up to $80k (877)3697192 www.centraltruckdrivingjobs.com

Drivers- CDL-A Start
up to 43c per millet;
Sign-On Bonus!' Great
Home Time!! Lease
purchase available
Experience Req'd
800-441-4271 xKY-100
HornadyTransportation
com
.

CDL-A Drivers. Central
Florida company seeks
Solo & Team Drivers.
Tank and Dry Van
positions offenng some
regional. 1 yr OTR/
Good MVR required.
877-882-6537 or.
www.oakleytransport.c
om

Drivers- DRIVE RED!
Regional Van Drivers
start at 3710 41.5cpm
wilyr experience.
REGULAR HOMETIME. Great benefits.
Paid holidays. Call
888-362-8608 or visit
AVER ITTcareers.corn.
EOE.

Class-A CDL Drivers
Needed. Midwest
Regional 38 to 40
CPM. Paid Orientation
401K. Health
Coverage. $2000 SignOn Bonus. Online
Transport. 866-5431234 x118 Apply at
www.onlinetransport.co

Drivers- DRIVER
TRAINING! Paid
Refresher Course
available for Regional
Van Drivers, Earn 3537 cpm afterwards!
HOME EVERY WEEK.
401(k) and Great
Benefits. Visit
www.AVERITTcareers.
com EOE.

Class-A CDL Training,
DELTA CAREER
ACADEMY. WIA
Approved. Job placement assistance.
Tuition Reimbursement
available. Hiring for
TMC/ Werner. BBB
accredited. Mt.
Sterling. KY 859-4989988. 800-883-0171

Drivers- Midwest/
South, TX Regions!
National Distributors.
49+ cpm Teams. 39+
cpm Solos OTR Pets
Welcome. Class-A
CDL, Minimum 12
Mos. 877-334-9677 or
www.drive4ndl.com

Driver- CDL-A
Experienced OTR
Drivers Up to $3000
Bonus. Up to .39c Per
mile. 888-463-3962
6mo. OTR Exp. & CDL
Req'd.
WWW.usatruckjobs
Drivers- CDL-A
Experienced Drivers

Drivers- No
Experience- No
Problem. 100% Paid
CDL Training.
Immediate Benefits.
20/10 program.
Trainers Eam up to
49c per mile! CRST
VAN EXPEDITED 800326-2778
www.JoinCRST.com

Horoscope
Operators- SoloTeams- Fleets $1.28
per mile (Includes
FSC) 900 mile average length haul, WE
HAVE MORE
FREIGHT THAN
AVAILABLE TRUCKS!
1-877-901-8591
Drivers: Short haul
dedicated runs
between Somerset. KY
and Pans, IN. Have
regional and long haul
as well! OWNER
OPERATORS NEEDED-GOES FIRST!
Vans. Flats and
Reefers welcome!!
Must have own tractor.
Call anytime at 502797.-1344.
FLATBED DRIVERS *Home Weekends
"Tarp & Extra Stop Pay
*Safety Bonus 12,000
Referral Bonus •W900
KW's. 2 Yrs. Exp.
Required. 800-6489915 Ext. 250. Apply
www.boydandsons.co

Home Weekends.
OTR Flatbed.
Guarantee pay. Exc.
Pay & Benefits. No
Tarp Freight. 0/Ops
Welcome. Call Today
for Details. 800-5545661 ext. 331
www.awItransport.com
Now's the perfect time
to make a change'
Offering Top Miles.
Brand New Equipment
and 2-day orientation
$500 Sign-On for
Flatbed CDL-A 6mo
OTR 888-801-3295
Owner Operators &
Fleet Owners: TIRED
OF HIGH FUEL
COSTS?! Average
Fuel Network savings
of 43c/ gallon. Earn
over $2.00/ mile! 1800-743-0435
www.JoinMalone.com

Drivers- Owner/

FEMA disaster aid to Kentucky tops $6.5 million
FRANKFORT. Ky. - Less
than one month after being desIndividual
for

ignated

Hickman. Jefferson, Johnson.
Lawrence, Livingston, Marshall,
McCracken,

McLean.
Union and Webster.

Pike,

Federal
the
Management

To date. 1,465 Kentuckians
in designated counties have reg-

Agency (FEMA) and the
Commonwealth of Kentucky

istered for FEMA assistance.
Aid has already been approved

have approved more than $6.5
assistance
million
to
in
Kentucky residents affected by

for 812 applicants. FEMA housing inspectors have conducted
1,188 inspections of damaged
properties. including 273 in the

Assistance,
Emergency

the severe storms, tornadoes and
flooding from April 22 to May

220

20. Approved funds may be used
to assist residents as they repair
their damaged homes, replace

th

acre Kentucky Lake.
Walk to marina!
BONUS: FREE Boat
Slips! In desirable
lakefront community w/
recreation center, infinity-edge pool & 150
acre nature preserve.
Excellent financing.
Call now 1-800-7043454. 3659

INSTRUCTIONAL

tEEN LAWN
cal, Reliable,
dable. Free

es

MITCHELL
BROS.
PAVING

Water Damaged Floors
Braces & Floor Joists
Remodeling & Plumbing

STATEWIDE CLASSIFIEDS

Starting at $995.
www.NorwoodSawmills
.com/300N 1-800-5781363 Ext.300N

Special to the Ledger
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270-753-1916

THIS SALE!'

D 2.5 story
7 acres with
h picturesque
ist of town.
tr. 293-7252.

6

Level ***

PAINTING &
REMODELING
$$ We will save
YOU money $S
Free Estimates
References

I craft items.

remodeled
2BA.
T. Big fenced
re to city limgarage. 225
id Rd.,
73-760-4633
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uninsured personal property and
find temporary housing following the disaster.
Individual assistance is available in 21 Kentucky counties:
Ballard. Boyd, Carlisle, Carroll,
Crittenden, Daviess, Fulton,
Graves,

Hardin,

Henderson.

last seven days.
FEMA

has

approved

$6,536,407

in

Individual

Assistance.

This

includes

$5.901,240

in
Housing
Assistance: money for temporary housing for individuals

whose homes were severely
damaged and ,uninhabitable. It
also includes funds for repairs to
damaged homes.
In addition to the Housing

Assistance funds, FEMA has
approved $635,166 in Other
Needs Assistance. These funds
help affected residents replace
damaged or destroyed personal
property, transportation expenses, and any medical or dental
costs resulting from the disaster.
The U.S. Small Business
Administration (SBA) has
issued 993 disaster loan applications. SBA loans are the primary
source of federal disaster recovery funds for long-term disaster
recovery. Loans are available to
homeowners, renters and businesses of all sizes to repair or

replace damaged property and
business assets not fully covered
by insurance or other aid. Four
have
already
been

loans

approved, totaling $586,200.
FEMA is currently operating
seven
Centers

Disaster
across

Recovery
the

Commonwealth of Kentucky.
Thus far, 664 residents have visited these centers, meeting face
to face with disaster recovery
Representatives
specialists.
from the SBA are also on hand
at the centers to help residents
with disaster loan applications.

Call 753-1916
Subscribe
Today! LEilaR & TIMES

by Jacqueline iligar

HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Thursday, June 16, 2011:
This year, your focus needs to remain on a key partnership. For some
of you, two relationships could take a higher priority. One could be
professional. Finances and taking risks could be hot issues. There
could be many more twists and turns than you expected, as surprises seem to greet you frequently. Your ability to flex and adjust could
be very important. If you are single, you will quickly fall into a close
bond. Be careful not to jump into the first situation that comes along.
Alternatives will come forward. If you are attached, the two of you
become closer, but often there are periods of withdrawal, followed by
greater closeness. CAPRICORN helps ground you.
The Stars Show the Kind of Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic; 4Positive: 3-Average; 2-So-so; 1 -Difficult
ARIES(March 21-April 19)
**** Your ability to handle a problem allows for greater efficiency.
Your intuition guides you with someone you put on a pedestal or must
answer to. The unexpected occurs. Presently, you have a way of triggering that type of event. Tonight: A must appearance.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
**** Touch base with an expert before making a full declaration
about your next step. You might not be comfortable with what is being
suggested. Intuitively, you make the right choice, which becomes
more and more natural. Tonight: Look at a different approach.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
***** A partnership increases in importance. Your instincts come
through for you once more, though you need to keep yourself under
control. A partner's or associate's position could totally change. tossing you into limbo. Tonight: Dinner for two.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
***** Defer to friends or associates. A boss tends to act in the
most unexpected manner. Look at the situation positively; at least
you are not bored. Be more upbeat and positive in your dealings with
those close to you. Tonight: Go with a suggestion.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
*** Recognize what you must accomplish. Whether it's the thought
of the weekend or the pressure of a situation, you focus and do what
is needed. Remain open to new technology or a suggestion that
could transform the nature of your work. Tonight: Get some rest.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
**** You might be amused by someone's unpredictability, but it
might be wise not to let this person know. Communicate your intentions in a meeting or get-together. Others will run with your idea,
though they might continually update it. Maintain a sense of humor.
Tonight: Say "yes" to an offer.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
*** Work with a family member and don't back off. Your ability to
move in a new direction and let go could be stalemated. You need to
deal with a key person directly, though on some level you find this
person unpredictable. Tonight: Order in.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
***** Your ability to communicate your needs allows greater flex
from others. Sometimes you get quite nervous as you deal with one
associate or person in your daily life. You never know what he or she
will do next! Tonight: Join a friend.
SAGITIARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
*** Be sensitive to the costs of making a certain choice. As a natural risk-taker, you might decide to just go for it. Transforming your
finances could go either way. Make sure you are acquainted with the
facts. Tonight: Your treat.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
**** Your ability to move in a new direction comes out. Someone
close could feel somewhat jeopardized by your ability to morph hght
in front of him or her. A partner communicates his or her fears. Now
is the time for a key discussion. Tonight: A force to be dealt with.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
** Know when to back off, and you'll get great results. Someone
speaks or acts in a manner that actually might stun you. Though you
might be revising your perceptions about this person, don't finalize
anything right now. Tonight: Do just for you.
PISCES (Feb.19-March 20)
***** Your focus is important in a decision, meeting and/or an
evolving friendship. Don't do anything that involves risks and
finances, despite another person's confidence. Face facts -- it's your
wallet that is going to take a hit. Tonight: Where you want to be, doing
what you want.
BORN TODAY
Rapper Tupac Shakur (1971), author, screen writer Eric Segal
(1937). comedian Stan Laurel (1890)
•••

Jacqueline Bigar is on the Internet at www.jacquelinebigar.com.

45:11ZIEIETNATGN
11- If you are a islEVVCOMER to
Murray/Calloway County
Call SYLVIA SANERT
AT (270) 227-5456
COMMUNITY GREETING SERVICE
ALMAIL I&
FORA SPECIAL WELCOME
We want to bring you gifts from many of our
businesses and professional people. It's their way of
saying, "We are glad you hayed moved to
Murray-Calloway County."
We have been welcoming NEWCOMERS
since 1946 almost 60 years!
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Looking Back
Ten bears ago
Murray State University was
recently notified that its Upward
Bound program received funding
in the amount of $390,392 for
the 2001-02 year.
The Alpha Department of the
Murray Woman's Club has begun
compiling material and historical
photographs for the publication of
a new pictorial history book of
Calloway County.
Recently reported births include
a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Joe Waller.
New officers for the 2001-02
Murray Business and Professional Women's Club are Samantha
Butler, secretary; Faye Rogers,
treasurer; Jeanne Fleming, vice
president;
Delissa
Peoples,
fundraising chairman; and Carol
Block, president.
Twenty years ago
The Murray City Council Thursday night approved on the first
reading the 1991-92 fiscal year
budget, marking a growth of around
three percent. The budget includes
a five percent salary increase for
city employees and a two percent
increase in merit pay.
James Hahn and family arrived
in Murray Tuesday where he has
taken up his duties as full-time
evangelist with West Murray
Church of Christ, located at the
corner of Doran Road and Holiday Drive.
Jimmy Wilder, a I9-year veteran of college sports information,
promotion and marketing has been
named Murray State University
sports information director.
Thirty years ago
Dr. Hal E. Houston of Murray
was one of the speakers at the
recent 11th annual Kentucky Medical Association-sponsored Emergency Medical Care Seminar, held
in Louisville.
An investigation by the Calloway County Sheriff's Office is
continuing after the seizure of 280
marijuana plants from a "wooded
area northeast of New Concord,"
a sheriff's spokesman said this
morning.
Recently reported births include
a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Raybeme

Flood.
Mrs. Robbie Witherspoon and
her two granddaughters. Tammy
and Kelly Witherspoon. returned
home after spending four days in
Orlando, Ha.
Forty years ago
Lions District Governor Joe Pat
James installed the new officers
of the Murray Lions Club at the
ladies night meeting held at the
South Pleasant Grove United
Methodist Church. Officers are Joe
Pat Ward, Rex Thompson, James
Harmon. Kenneth Winters. John
Thompson, Tom Shirley, Aaron
McConnell and David Lanier.
Norman Klapp has retired from
his position at the Murray Post
Office after joining in 1945 as a
substitute clerk.
Fifty years ago
Mrs. Coleman J. McDevitt. Mrs.
Elizabeth Thomason, Robert 0.
Miller. Rob Gingles and Bernard
Harvey have been named to the
Board of Directors of the American Red Cross.
Recently reported births include
a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Floyd Bowen;
a girl to Mr. and Mrs. James
Phillips; and a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. James Cartis.
Wells Overbey announced that
Jimmy Bucy had received the contract for complete remodeling of
the building at 102 North Fourth
Street which he recently purchased
from Mrs. J.B. Farris.
Sixty years ago
Preliminary reports throughout
the Western District indicate that
a larger crop of dark fired tobacco has been set than had been
anticipated earlier in the season.
according to a report by Holmes
Ellis, general manager of the Western Dark Fired Tobacco Growers
Association.
A comparatively small group of
property owners was present on
the night of June 14 to hear a
proposal to equalize taxes in Calloway County.
Recently reported births include
a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Joe Bailey; a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Tommy
Howard; and a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. Leon McBee.

Torticollis really is
a pain in the neck

Fan of Hollywood wonders
if romance is just a dream
DEAR ABBY: I come from a
Third World country and live as
a legal alien in San Francisco. I
grew up reading great American
authors, watching American TV
and Hollywood movies, so I
thought I had a good understanding about your Western societal
structure. I have made many friends
in this wonderful city,
but
the
women here
drive
me
crazy.
1 arn a
romantic at
heart, but not
desperate.
However, my
gestures are
often misunderstood. One
By Abigail
time I gave a
Van Buren
feminist/radical girl a book about the feminist movement and she freaked
out. She said she wasn't looking
for anything serious and didn't want
me to expect anything from her.
Abby, it was just a book, not a
diamond ring.
I was in a relationship for four
months. It was fine. until I told
her I was madly in love with lier.
She freaked out and said she didn't want to get tied down. I was
dumbfounded and heartbroken.
A few months later. I started
dating again and met an incredible woman who made my heart
skip a beat. I enjoyed being with
her so much I sent flowers to
her workplace. She freaked out.
too.
Am I being completely ignorant to believe in romance? Or is
there something wrong with ME?
-- CALIFORNIA DREAMER
DEAR DREAMER:There isn't
anything "wrong" with you, but 1
suspect you're coming on a bit
too strong, too quickly. Life in
the United States isn't the way
its depicted in novels, television
and Hollywood movies. Getting

Dear Abby

to know someone takes time And
the next time you feel the urge
to give someone flowers, send them
to her home.
DEAR ABBY: My husband of
27 years has been having
chemotherapy for lymphoma off
and on for two years. Friends and
neighbors call him often. However, not one of them has ever
asked me how I'm doing. I understand the awkwardness of emotional conversations, but it deeply
disappoints me that people act as
though my husband's cancer doesn't affect me.
What's the best way for us to
care for each other? We are all
so fragile and vulnerable. -- HURTING TOO IN HAWAII
DEAR HURTING TOO: I
agree. The answer is for people
to realize that life-threatening diseases affect the entire family, not
just the patient. In your case, if
someone asks how your husband
is doing, you should say, "John'
is doing well so far, but his illness has been very stressful for
me. Thanks for asking." It may
start the conversation you want
to have.
However, if it doesn't, you
should check out the American
Cancer
Society's
website,
www.cancer.org, which lists the
location of support groups everywhere. It would be helpful for
you emotionally and spiritually to
join a group of caregivers who
are coping with what you have
been experiencing.
DEAR ABBY: An acquaintance recently announced that she's
pregnant. None of us were aware
that she was in a relationship. Is
there a polite way to find out
who the father is? -- JUST CURIOUS IN NEW MEXICO
DEAR CURIOUS: I can think
of two ways: The first is to wait
for her to tell you. The other is
to just ask.
•••••

Today in History
In 1849, James Polk, the I I th
president of the United States,
died in Nashville, Tenn.
In 1864,Secretary of War Edwin
M. Stanton signed an order establishing a military burial ground,
which became Arlington National
Cemetery.
In 1904, more than 1,000 people died when fire erupted aboard
the steamboat General Slocum in
New York's East River.
In 1978. King Hussein (hooSAYN') of Jordan married 26year-old American Lisa Halaby,
who became Queen Noor.

In 1991, Mount Pinatubo in
the northern Philippines exploded
in one of the biggest volcanic
eruptions of the 20th century,
killing about 800 people.
Ten years ago: The Los Angeles Lakers defeated the Philadelphia 76ers 108-96 in Game 5 to
win their second straight NBA
championship.
Five years ago: A divided
Supreme Court made it easier for
police to barge into homes and
seize evidence without knocking
or waiting.
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CEREAL
STORAGE
Dear
Heloise: The
letter from the
reader about
using gallonsize
plastic
bags for cereal storage was
great!
But I didn't
like the idea of putting the label
and nutritional info inside the
bag, since the boxes of cereal
can be sprayed with chemicals
in the warehouses to prevent bug
infestations.
I place cereal in plastic containers and then tape on the outside of the containers the label
information. This is a recycling
hint, as the plastic bag will be
saved from the landfill, and you
can use the plastic container over
and over again. -- Gretchen Mertz,
Fleetwood, Pa.
A CHANGE IN DISHWASHER
DETERGENT
Dear Heloise: I have used a
DISHWASHER for many years
and have always used the same
powdered detergent. Recently, the
dishes had a white film on them
after being washed in my dish-

by
Heloise

washer. I contacted the water
department -- no change there. I
called the company that makes
the detergent I've always used
and was told it no longer uses
phosphates in the powdered form.
It suggested switching to the gel
and making sure to use the hottest
water. The gel works great. No
more white film. -- J.B. in California
J.B., 1 can't tell you how many
people have been experiencing
this. Some states have banned
phosphates from being used in
dishwasher detergent. We called
a leading detergent manufacturer, which suggested using the condensed detergent packs instead of
the regular gel or powder formula.
To remove the film on the
glasses and dishes, place a bowl
with 2 cups of vinegar on the
bottom rack of the dishwasher
and run it without detergent. Or
heat up some vinegar until hot,
but not boiling, and soak the
glasses. If this does not work,
then they may be permanently
etched, and sorry, nothing will
remove the etching. You'll find
this hint and many more in my
vinegar pamphlet that you can
have by mailing $5, along with
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SUPERSTAR THEATER'S IS
PLEASED TO ANNOUNCE
THE INSTALLATION OF A
HEART DEFIBRILLATOR IN
EACH oc OUR THEATERS.

NEXT TO THE
CASH REGISTER AT
THE CONCESSION STAND
WOULD MAKE SENSE.
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WELCOME,GAR FIEL.R TO
ANOTHER BI RTH DAY
NIGHTMARE!

1 BUT YOU'RE A
J PRESENT. WHAT'S
I SCARY ABOUT THAT'
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SOMETIMES I WONDER IF
I EVEN KNOW WHAT 17
WOULD TAKE TO MAKE
ME HAPPY..
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Yesterday's answer

1

DOWN
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a long, self-addressed, stamped(64
cents) envelope, to: Heloise/Vinegar, P.O. Box 795001, San Antonio, TX 78279-5001. To kill
unwanted grass in between sidewalks, spray or pour a bit of
full-strength vinegar directly onto
the grass. -- Heloise
APPLES
Dear Readers: It's often cheaper to buy things in bulk, but
what if you don't use all of the
product? Apples are a good example. Peel, core or slice the apples.
Sprinkle some lemon juice on them
to keep them from turning brown.
Place the cut apples into a freezer container or plastic freezer zipper bags. You can measure them
in specific amounts for baking. - Heloise
BROWN SUGAR
Dear Heloise: When you open
a new box of brown sugar, put
it into a glass jar. Add half a
slice of bread and close the lid.
The brown sugar will stay soft
for a very long time. Even if the
bread dries out, it will still keep
the brown sugar soft. -- D.
Bergmeister in Pollock Pines,
Calif.

Crosswords
ACROSS

G A,Ft

When questions remain MRI.EMG
and laboratory testing may be
appropriate.
Acquired torticollis is often
treated with heat, cervical-spine
traction, massage, stress-reduction
techniques, sufficient rest, exercise and for some individuals, the
judicious use of a neck brace to
reduce muscle spasms. Medication may include muscle relaxants, pain medications, drugs commonly prescribed for Parkinson's
disease, or botox. The latter will
provide almost immediate -- albeit
temporary -- improvement; however, the procedure will have to
be repeated three to four times a
year. Surgery for adults is an
option when all else fails but is
a common consideration for very
young infants and young children.
DEAR DR. GOTT: I have a
bunion on the edge of my right
foot at the base of my little toe.
It is sore and is about 4 years
old.
The foot doctor has cut part
of my shoe away at the edge so
the bunion does not rub up against
the edge of the shoe. Before 1
bandage it. 1 put antibiotic ointment or Neosporin Pain Relief ointment on it. but neither seems to
help the pain. Do you have any
suggestions I could follow to
relieve the pain and not have to
wear this funny-looking shoe?
DEAR READER: Bunions
form at the base of the big or
little toe. The cause for yours to
form may have been from wearing high-heeled, narrow-toed or
poorly fitting shoes. Considering
that you have had it for four
years, we might consider options
to. incltide a modification of your
footwear to sandals or something
wider, supports, rest, bunion splint,
an OTC pain reliever or bunionectomy to realign the toe.
If your quality of life is affected, speak with your doctor as to
what he or she believes is the
appropriate next step.

DEAR DR.GOTT: I have been
diagnosed with torticollis. I am
60 years old but was diagnosed
with the condition about 25 years
ago. The doctor said it was a
mild case and didn't feel it would
get any worse. Well, it seems to
be doing just that, especially if I
have
any
stress in my
life. This has
put such limitations on the
types of activities I participate in. Plus.
I feel as if
everyone is
staring at me
because of the
turning of my
head to the
By
right.
Dr. Peter Gott
What do
you know about this condition,
and could you please tell me what
my options are for treatment?
Thank you so much for any advice
or suggestions you might have.
DEAR READER: Torticollis,
otherwise known as a spasmodic
torticollis or cervical dystonia, is
essentially a painful, twisted neck
in which the neck muscles involuntarily contract, causing the head
to tip to the right or left instead
of remaining upright and centered
in the middle of the shoulders.
The condition may be either inherited due to a gene modification
or acquired as a result of injury
or damage to the nervous system
or muscles. It can develop any
time from childhood to adulthood
but most commonly affects middle-aged adults, with women being
more prone than men.
Symptoms include neck pain,
head tremor, limited range of
motion of the head and headache.
Because of the pull to one side,
the muscles of the neck may be
stiff and swelling may be present.
Diagnosis can often be made
through visual examination only.

Hints From Heloise

By the Assodated Press
Today is Wednesday. June 15,
the 1.66th day of 2011. There are
199 days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On June 15. 1215, England's
King John put his seal to Magna
Carta ("the Great Charter") at Runnymede.
On this date:
In 1775, the Second Continental Congress voted unanimously
to appoint George Washington head
of the Continental Army.
In 1836, Arkansas became the
25th state.

CsARM BRACELETS POP
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